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Recent   advancements   in   the   field   of   positron   remoderation   and   improvements   to  

the   Penning-Malmberg   trap   have   made   it   possible   to   produce   high   density   bursts   of  

positrons   in   a   magnetic   field-free   region   which   will   allow   us   to   study   high   density  

collections   of   many   positrons.    In   this   thesis,   we   outline   and   propose   an   experiment   to  

detect   the   positronium   plus   ion   for   the   first   time   and   to   measure   its   lowest   energy  

Feshbach   resonance   using   UV   photon-excitation.    The   implications   and   challenges   of   this  

experiment   are   discussed.  
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 Chapter   1  

Introduction  

1.1 Positronium  

Positronium   (abbreviated   as   Ps)   is   a   two   particle   system   consisting   of   an   electron  

(e - )   and   its   antiparticle,   the   positron   (e + )   bound   together   by   their   mutual   Coulomb  

attraction.    Positronium   falls   under   the   category   of   hydrogenic   atoms   consisting   of   atoms  

containing   a   single   electron   orbiting   around   a   positively   charged   nucleus,   and   under   the  

category   of   “oniums”,   bound   state   systems   consisting   of   a   particle   and   its   associated  

antiparticle.    Both   constituents   of   positronium,   the   electron   and   the   positron,   are  

fermions,   meaning   that   both   particles   have   half-integer   spin   and   comply   with   the   Pauli  

Exclusion   Principle.    This   attribute   means   that   positronium   is   purely   a   leptonic   atom.  

The   electron   being   also   the   lightest   non-neutrino   subatomic   particle   makes   positronium  

the   lightest   known   atom.  

The   bound   state   of   positronium   is   unstable   to   annihilation   into   gamma   rays   [5].  

The   mean   lifetime   of   positronium,   or   the   time   it   takes   for   a   population   to   decrease   in  

number   by   a   factor   of   1/e,   depends   on   the   spin   state   of   the   atom.    If   the   two   particle  

bound   state   has   a   zero   total   spin   angular   momentum   (i.e.   the   individual   spins   are  

antiparallel )   it   is   said   to   be   in   the    singlet    state,   also   known   as    para- positronium.  
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Contrarily   if   the   particles   have   total   spin   angular   momentum   of   one   (the   individual   spins  

are    parallel ),   the   positronium   atom   is   said   to   be   in   the    triplet    state,   called  

ortho -positronium.    The   latter   state   is   much   longer   lived   in   positronium   because   a   final  

state   of   only   two   photons   with   zero   total   linear   momentum   would   have   a   total   angular  

momentum   of   either   zero   or   two   which   is   not   compatible   with   the   total   spin   one   for   the  

triplet   state.   In   addition,   decay   into   a   single   photon   is   forbidden   by   momentum  

conservation.   Therefore   the   triplet   state   must   decay   into   at   least   three   photons,   or   any  

greater   odd   number   of   photons,   as   dictated   by   the   conservation   of   charge   conjugation  

parity   (sometimes   called   C   parity).    In   a   decay   process   of   this   type,   each   extra   emitted  

photon   reduces   the   decay   rate   by   a   factor   of   the   order   of   the   fine   structure   constant  

,   which   explains   qualitatively   why   its   lifetime   is   relatively   long   (142.05 37.036α ≈ 1 1−  

ns)   compared   to   that   of   the   singlet   state   (125   ps).   

The   rest   mass   of   the   electron     =   511   keV   matches   in   value   to   the   mass   of   the  

positron,   giving   positronium   the   unique   property   of   having   a   reduced   mass   equal   to   half  

the   mass   of   the   electron.    When   viewed   classically   as   two   particles   spinning   on   a  

common   axis,   this   would   mean   that   the   center   of   rotation   between   the   electron   and   the  

positron   falls   at   the   midpoint   between   the   two   particles.    This   contrasts   with   every   other  

hydrogenic   atom,   since   no   other   known   fundamental   particle   can   substitute   the   positron  

while   having   the   same   rest   mass   as   the   electron.    This   unique   property   results   in  

positronium   having   a   bound   state   energy   of   6.8   eV,   about   half   of   the   bound   state   energy  

2  
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of   the   hydrogen   atom.    The   sum   of   the   electron   and   positron   rest   mass   minus   the  

relatively   small   bound   state   energy   gives   positronium   its   rest   mass   of   1.022   MeV/c 2 .  

 

1.1.1 History  

The   first   predictions   for   the   existence   of   positronium   took   place   just   shortly   after  

the   initial   prediction   and   discovery   of   the   positron.    Dirac   first   suggested   the   existence   of  

the   positron   in   1928   in   his   paper   the    Quantum   Theory   of   the   Electron .    Stating   his  

concerns   with   the   Klein-Gordon   interpretation   of   the   wave   equation,   he   notes   that   taking  

the   conjugate   of   the   wave   equation   is   equivalent   to   changing   the   sign   of   the   electron  

charge,   effectively   saying   that   the   equation   applies   for   both   electrons   and   positive  

electrons,   a   particle   that   at   the   time   was   not   known   to   exist   [5],   though   never   explicitly  

claiming   that   this   positive   electron   exists.    A   follow-up   paper   from   Dirac   [6]   two   years  

later   seeks   to   justify   this   positive   electron   to   be   the   electron   with   negative   energy  

interacting   with   fields   as   if   it   had   a   positive   charge.     The   paper   went   further   to   suggest  

that   the   negative   energy   solution   to   be   the   proton,   despite   expressing   concerns   of   the  

paradoxes   that   would   result   from   this   being   the   case.    Contemporary   physicists   such   as  

Oppenheimer   found   problems   with   this   argument   calculating   an   extremely   short   lifetime  

of   hydrogen   if   Dirac’s   claim   was   true   [7].    Influenced   by   his   argument,   Dirac   retracted   his  

claim   that   it   was   the   proton,   and   wrote   his   official   prediction   of   the   positron   in   1931,   and  

labeling   this   new   particle   the    anti -electron   [8].    The   positron   was   observed   in   1932   by   Dr.  

Carl   Anderson,   who   discovered   the   positron   in   Wilson   cloud   chamber   images   of   a  
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particle   that   had   a   trajectory   curvature   in   a   magnetic   field   that   matched   that   of   an  

electron,   traveling   in   the   reverse   direction   [9].    Despite   earlier   evidence   of   the   existence  

of   the   positron   from   other   research   labs,   Dr.   Anderson   was   the   first   to   publish   the  

findings.  

The   initial   prediction   of   the   existence   of   positronium   is   disputed,   and   can   be  

attributed   to   at   least   5   people   [2].    One   prediction   for   the   existence   of   positronium   came  

from   the   Croatian   physicist   Stjepan   Mohorovičić   in   1934   in   the   Astronomische  

Nachrichten   journal   [9],   and   is   often   quoted   as   the   first   to   predict   positronium.    Using   the  

word   “electreum”   for   the   new   atom,   spectra   calculations   were   made   for   positronium   and  

claimed   it   can   be   found   by   reading   the   emission   spectrum   of   stars,   disregarding   the  

possibility   that   it   was   an   unstable   atom   [10].    Other   people   that   made   predictions   of  

positronium   include   Pirenne,   Ruark   and   Wheeler   [11,12,13].    Of   these   scientists,   Wheeler  

expanded   further   on   the   prediction   by   also   predicting   the   existence   of    poly-leptons ,   more  

complicated   bound   state   systems   consisting   of   more   than   two   leptons.    More   notably,   his  

predictions   included   the   existence   of   the   “tri-electrons”,   Ps -    and   Ps + ,   which   are  

positronium   atoms   with   an   additional   electron   and   positron   in   the   bound   state  

respectively,   as   well   as   the   bound   state   of   two   positronium   atoms,   Ps 2 .   Within   a   few  

years,   accurate   theoretical   calculations   were   made   on   the   binding   energies   of   these  

poly-leptons ,   as   well   as   the   binding   energy   of   Ps   [44].   

Unlike   its   initial   prediction,   the   discovery   of   positronium   is   unequivocally   given  

to   a   single   researcher,   Martin   Deutsch   at   MIT   in   1951,   who   noticed   a   change   in   the  
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gamma   ray   spectrum   produced   by   positrons   stopping   in   nitrogen   gas   when   O 2    gas   was  

added   to   the   nitrogen    A   larger   signal   corresponding   to   511   keV   from   two-photon  

annihilations   was   detected   in   the   presence   of   the   oxygen   gas,   providing   evidence   for   the  

chemical   reaction   or   “quenching”   of   positronium   atoms   by   collisions   with   O 2    atoms.  

This   discovery   paved   the   way   for   further   predictions   of   the   behavior   of   positronium.  

Among   these   include   the   work   of   Ferrell,   who   studied   the   fine   structure   of   positronium   in  

1951,   calculating   numerical   values   for   the   energy   level   shifts   [13].    The   numbers  

corrected   previously   calculated   numbers   by   Pirenne   that   omitted   an   orbital   interaction  

term   [11].  

In   addition   to   these   theoretical   calculations,   other   physicists   have   sought   to   make  

calculations   of   the   properties   of   exotic   positronium   ions   soon   after   the   discovery   of   Ps.  

The   first   known   calculation   of   the   Ps -    lifetime   was   conducted   by   Ferrell   in   1956   [50].    A  

second   improved   calculation   of   the   Ps -    annihilation   lifetime   was   conducted   in   1968   by  

Ferrante   for   both   two   and   three   photon   annihilation   processes   [49].    The   values   found  

were   502   ps   and   566   ns   respectively   for   each   process.   

More   than   30   years   after   its   predicted   existence,   the   first   ion   of   positronium   Ps -  

was   discovered   in   1981   using   an   experimental   setup   using    slow   positrons.    The   positrons  

were   implanted   into   a   40   Å   thick   carbon   film,   detecting   annihilation   gamma   ray   signals  

that   when   corrected   for   the   Doppler   shift   detected   a   charge-mass   ratio   of   3.011,   indicating  

the   creation   of   the   positronium   negative   ion   [40].    The   technique   of   using   a   carbon   film   is  

sometimes   referred   to   as   the   beam-foil   method   in   existing   literature   [32,45-46].    The   low  
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efficiency   of   for   Ps -    formation   made   experiments   on   the   newly-formed   ion .8 02 × 1 4−  

challenging,   which   requires   greater   Ps -    yields.   Following   the   discovery   of   Ps -    was   a  

renewal   in   its   theoretical   studies.    The   annihilation   lifetime   was   first   calculated   by   Ho   in  

an   unpublished   and   private   communication   with   Mills   in   1982,   calculating   an  

annihilation   lifetime   of   478   ps.    The   first   measurement   of   the   decay   rate   of   Ps -    after   its  

discovery   was   conducted   by   Mills   the   next   year   using   the   same   beam-foil   method   used  

for   its   discovery,   and   found   an   annihilation   lifetime   of   476   ps,   in   agreement   with   Ho’s  

result   [47].   Calculations   on   the   binding   energy   of   Ps -    ( )   were   also   made .327 eVEP s− = 0  

that   same   year   by   Bhatia   and   Drachman,   who   also   calculated   the   annihilation   lifetime   ( 

)   for   two-photon   annihilation   in   agreement   with   experimental   results   [42]. 00 psτ P s− = 5  

More   recent   experiments   [30,48]   agree   with   Mills   experimental   value   and   serves   as   the  

modern   agreed   value   for   the   Ps -    lifetime   of   479   ps.    Calculations   were   also   conducted   to  

predict   the   resonances   of   Ps - .    Botero   conducted   such   a   calculation   on   the   Feshbach  

resonance   and   found   narrow   resonances   under   the   line   using   hyperspherical n = 2  

coordinates   with   adiabatic   conditions   [41].    The   photodetachment   cross   section   of   Ps -    was  

first   calculated   by   Ward   in   1987   using   the   variational   and   continuum   wavefunctions   [79].  

An   experiment   to   determine   the   photodetachment   cross   section   was   conducted   in   2000   by  

Igashi   et   al.,   where   a   lower   limit   on   the   cross   section   was   obtained   [80].    Mills   in   2013  

[1]   calculated   a   comparatively   large   resonant   cross   section   for   photoexcitation   of   Ps -    to  

the   lowest   Feshbach   resonance.  
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  Despite   the   number   of   theoretical   calculations   conducted   in   Ps -    after   its  

discovery,   studies   on   its   properties   have   for   the   most   part   been   limited   by   the   low   yield   of  

Ps -    production   in   existing   techniques.    Nagashima’s   group   attempted   improvements   to   Ps -  

production   by   making   use   of   a   tungsten   crystal   where   positron   implantation   resulted   in  

the   production   of   monoenergetic   Ps -    [45].    The   method   unfortunately   had   efficiencies  

around   ,   lower   than   what   Mills   achieved   in   1981.    A   significantly   more .2 01 × 1 4−  

efficient   mechanism   for   the   generation   of   Ps -    however   was   found   in   2008   by   the   same  

group.   By   coating   the   tungsten   surface   with   a   monolayer   of   cesium,   the   conversion  

efficiency   became   1.25%,   two   orders   of   magnitude   greater   than   an   uncoated   surface.  

Despite   a   much   greater   efficiency   than   the   beam-foil   method   used   by   Mills,   the   method  

suffered   from   a   factor   of   10   drop   in   efficiency   after   45   minutes   likely   due   to   surface  

contamination   from   the   presence   of   oxygen   in   the   chamber   [46].   

In   addition   to   more   efficient   methods   for   Ps -    production   are   also   attempts   to   create  

more   intense   slow   positron   beams.    In   order   to   do   this,   high-energy   positrons   must   first  

lose   their   energy   through   inelastic   collisions   in   a   solid,   commonly   referred   to   as   a  

moderator   for   its   ability   to   slow   down   or   “moderate”   positrons.   A   moderator   can   be   any  

material,   usually   in   the   form   of   a   solid.   In   some   cases   a   good   slow   positron   moderator   is  

made   from   a   single   crystal   metal   for   which   a   negative   positron   work   function   permits   the  

emission   of   low   energy   positrons   from   the   surface.    When   the   energy   of   the   positrons  

reach   thermal   equilibrium   with   their   environment,   the   positrons   are   said   to   have   been  

thermalized .    Positrons   that   resurface   from   the   moderator   due   to   the   negative   positron  
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work   function   and   therefore   can   be   used   for   an   experiment   are   said   to   be    moderated .  

Generally   speaking,   moderators   fall   into   two   categories:   transmitting   (or  

forward-reemission)   moderators   where   positrons   will   resurface   opposite   the   implantation  

surface,   as   opposed   to   reflecting   (or   backward-reemission)   moderators.    The   ratio   of   the  

rate   of   slow   positrons   that   are   emitted   from   the   moderator   to   the   total   rate   of   positron  

emission   from   the   source   is   referred   to   as   the   moderator   efficiency   [57].    Collisions   of  

positrons   with   electrons   in   the   solid    reduce   the   energy   of   the   positrons   with   each  

transition,   resulting   in   a   thermalization   time   on   the   order   of   10 -12    seconds   [58].    This  

thermalization   time   is   short   compared   to   the   positron   mean   lifetime   in   a   typical   solid,   so  

that   positrons   are   able   to   participate   in   chemical   interactions   and   positronium   formation.  

Madansky   &   Rasetti   in   1950   were   the   first   to   attempt   to   extract   low   energy   positrons   in  

vacuum   from   a   solid   that   was   being   bombarded   by   energetic   positrons   from   a   radioactive  

source.    In   their   experiments,   they   used   untreated   copper   foils   as   a   moderator   and  

transported   any   slow   positrons   along   a   solenoidal   magnetic   field   to   a   grid   placed   1   m  

from   the   foil   to   detect   the   themalized   positrons.    They   found   as   an   upper   limit   that   less  

than   one   slow   positron   was   emitted   from   the   foil   per   10 5    beta   decay   positrons.   [59].    The  

first   observation   of   slow   positron   emission   was   made   by   Cherry   in   1958,   who   used   a   thin  

layer   of   chromium   as   a   moderator   to   provide   moderated   positrons   with   energies   below   5  

eV   [60]   with   a   slow   positron   to   fast   positron   efficiency   of   about   one   part   in   one   hundred  

million.    Other   moderators   were   tried   over   the   next   decade,   but   none   were   found   that  

were   ideal   for   positron   experiments   as   the   efficiency   was   below   10 -7 .    The   first   practical  
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method   for   moderating   positrons   was   discovered   by   Karl   Canter   in   1972,   working   with  

Paul   Coleman,   T.C.   Griffith,   and   George   Heyland   at   University   College   London.    Canter  

added   a   layer   of   magnesium   oxide   [61]   to   the   gold   moderator   then   in   use   and   increased  

the   efficiency   by   a   factor   of   ten,   forever   changing   the   world   of   positron   science.   The   new  

moderator   had   an   efficiency   up   to   10 -4    with   an   positron   energy   distribution   of   less   than  

0.2   eV   [62].    A   further   factor   of   10   greater   moderator   efficiency   was   found   in   1979   by  

Mills   using   single   crystal   copper   with   a   sulfur   monolayer   [63].    Single   crystal   tungsten  

crystals   and   foils   are   also   used   as   primary   positron   moderators.    Thin   single   crystal   foils  

are   also   used   as   “remoderators”   for   increasing   the   brightness   of   positron   beams,   as   is   the  

case   for   nickel   foils   [64,65]   that   are   used   for   this   purpose   in   the   Feshbach   experiment.  

Efficiencies   as   high   as   19%   have   been   found   [66].  

 

1.2 Proton   Charge   Radius   Puzzle  

The   hydrogen   atom   is   the   most   well-studied   atom   in   all   of   modern   physics,   where  

much   of   our   knowledge   comes   from   the   accuracy   of   the   Rydberg   constant    The .R∞  

constant   itself   is   defined   as   the   photon   with   the   highest   wavenumber   (i.e.   longest  

wavelength)   needed   to   ionize   the   hydrogen   atom   in   ground   state,   and   is   represented  

below,   where   and   ,   are   the   electron   mass,   the   fine   structure   constant,   the   speed α, ,me, c h  

of   light,   and   Plank’s   constant   respectively.   
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This   constant   is   known   to   one   part   in   10 12 ,   meaning   that   its   accuracy   is   known   to  

approximately   12   digits,   making   it   one   of   the   most   well-defined   constants   in   physics.    Its  

accepted   value   is   defined   by   the   Committee   on   Data   for   Science   and   Technology  

(CODATA),   which   contains   a   database   of   all   the   accepted   values   for   physical   constants,  

taking   a   statistical   representation   of   all   existing   literature   that   measures   these   constants  

and   providing   the   result   as   the   value   for   these   constants.    The   Rydberg   constant   also  

establishes   a   connection   between   the   natural   energy   scale   of   atomic   systems   to   the  

standard   SI   system,   where   it   derives   a   unit   of   energy   of   the   same   name.    The   energy   of  

levels   of   the   hydrogen   atom,   as   well   as   all   hydrogenic   atoms,   makes   use   of   the   Rydberg  

constant   and   these   energy   levels   can   be   derived   from   the   following   equation:  

 

The   first   term   of   this   equation   originates   from   the   more   familiar   Bohr   model   of   the  

hydrogen   atom,   without   any   corrections.    Using   just   this   term   makes   the   assumption   that  

the   mass   of   the   nucleus   is   infinite   compared   to   the   mass   of   the   electron.    While   this   is  

relatively   accurate   for   hydrogen   (since   the   proton   mass   is   nearly   2000   times   greater   than  

the   electron),   it   loses   its   accuracy   when   replacing   the   proton   with   other   particles,   as   is   the  

case   for   other   hydrogenic   atoms.    The   second   term   in   the   equation   takes   into  

consideration   the   finite   mass   of   the   second   particle   by   introducing   relativistic   and   QED  

corrections.    The   leading   order   term   here     is   known   by   its   more   familiar   name   as mα4
e  

the   lamb   shift   of   the   electron,   and   is   responsible   for   the   2S 1/2    state   being   energetically  
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shifted   slightly   higher   than   the   2P 1/2    state.    The   lamb   shift   is   on   the   order   of   10   GHz,   and  

when   compared   to   the   1s-2s   transition   corresponds   to   a   1   part   in   100,000   correction   to   the  

energy.     Higher   order   terms   here   are   needed   to   determine   the   hyperfine   structure   of  

positronium,   muonium   and   other   hydrogenic   atoms   [20].    These   two   corrections   however,  

are   limited   since   they   do   not   take   into   account   the   finite   radius   of   the   proton   in   the  

hydrogen   atom.    The   final   term   is   used   to   take   into   consideration   the   finite   probability   of  

the   electron   in   the   atom   interacting   with   the   second   particle,   which   occurs   only   when   the  

orbital   of   the   electron   takes   on   a   radially   symmetric   shape     (i.e.   the   s-orbitals).    The l = 0  

s-orbital   is   the   only   time   the   electron   has   a   chance   of   interacting   with   the   proton   in   the  

hydrogen   atom,   that   is   to   say   the   wavefunction   of   the   electron   is   not   zero   at   the   origin.  

Notably,   the   last   term   is   the   leading   order   correction   to   the   energy   levels   due   to   the CNS  

finite   radius   of   the   proton   .    Early   experiments   of   the   proton   radius   were   conducted rp  

using   hydrogen,   but   more   recent   experiments   using   exotic   atoms   have   put   into   question  

this   value.  

In   order   to   talk   about   the   proton   radius,   one   must   first   define   what   is   meant   by   its  

“radius.”    Protons   like   all   particles   cannot   simply   be   viewed   as   a   solid   sphere   of   charge  

and   clearly   defined   boundaries   cannot   be   demarcated.    To   do   so   would   be   nonsensical,   as  

the   proton   itself   is   not   a   fundamental   particle   but   instead   is   made   up   of   three   quarks:   two  

up   and   one   down   quark.    Nonetheless,   when   firing   fundamental   particles   like   electrons   at  

protons,   an   interaction   will   take   place   in   the   form   of   scattering   that   can   allow   one   to  

calculate   an   effective   radius   of   interaction.    That   is   to   say   the   radius   of   a   proton   is   the  
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radius   of   electromagnetic   interaction   with   other   charged   particles   [17].    It   is   defined   by  

the   relation   that   links   the   root-mean-squared   radius   with   the   slope   of   the   electromagnetic  

form   factor    G    [18]:  

 

The   measurements   made   on   the   proton   charge   radius   can   be   categorized   into   two  

types   of   experiments:   electron-proton   scattering,   and   hydrogen   spectroscopy.    The   first  

experiments   to   determine   the   proton   charge   radius   were   conducted   by   Hofstadter   [37,   81]  

using   high   energy   electron-proton   scattering.    Hofstadter’s   1956   measurement   yielded  

for   the   rms   charge   radius   of   the   proton   0.77   ±   0.10   fm.    Later   experiments   predating   2010  

were   in   general   agreement   with   this   proton   charge   radius.    In   2010,   CODATA   released  

their   list   of   recommended   values   for   physical   constants   and   stated   the   proton   charge  

radius   to   be   0.877   ±   0.001   fm,   determined   using   a   least-squares   adjustment   of   the   values  

resulting   from   all   experiments   that   measure   the   proton   charge   radius   to   date   [38].    At   the  

time   the   paper   was   released,   all   but   one   experiment   concurred   with   the   recommended  

value.  

The   blockbuster   paper   by   Pohl   et.   al   in   2010   measured   the   lamb   shift   of   muonic  

hydrogen   and   found   it   to   be   4%   smaller   than   the   value   found   through   the   compilation   of  

CODATA   measurements.    Compared   to   the   results   of   scattering   experiments,   the   Pohl  

result   was   off   by   5   standard   deviations   from   the   CODATA   value   at   the   time   of   the  

experiment   [21].    Since   the   muon   is   a   factor   of   200   times   more   massive   than   the   electron,  
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it   orbits   much   closer   to   the   proton,   resulting   in   a   greater   likelihood   of   the   muon  

interacting   with   the   proton   in   ground   state.    This   greater   mass   results   in   a   significantly  

greater   Lamb   shift   that   goes   as   the   cube   of   the   mass   of   the   particle,   in   the   case   of   muonic  

hydrogen   a   shift   on   the   order   of   10 7 .    The   end   result   is   the   experiment   is   highly   sensitive  

to   the   proton   radius,   providing   much   smaller   errors   than   what   can   be   done   with   ordinary  

hydrogen   experiments.    This   deviation   is   so   far   off   the   CODATA   recommended   value  

that   the   experimental   result   was   excluded   from   the   calculation   for   the   new   recommended  

value   for   the   proton   charge   radius   [38]   and   the   results   were   not   included   until   they  

updated   their   values   in   2014   [19].    Since   the   experiment   was   conducted,   further  

spectroscopy   experiments   on   muonic   hydrogen   and   deuterium   have   resulted   in   values  

that   agree   with   Pohl’s   result   [22,23,24].   

These   findings   have   brought   into   question   the   radius   of   the   proton,   and   there   are   a  

number   of   possible   reasons   for   the   discrepancy.    It   is   possible   that   the   spectroscopy  

experiments   conducted   on   hydrogen   all   have   the   same   error   that   was   not   accounted   by   the  

researchers.    An   unaccounted   factor,   such   as   special   relativity   and   using   a   different   frame  

of   reference   is   a   possibility   for   the   discrepancy   [26].    A   second   possibility   is   that   one   of  

the   higher   order   QED   terms   is   not   being   taken   into   account   for   these   experiments.    This  

can   result   in   the   hydrogen   spectroscopy   experiments   yielding   an   incorrect   value   for   the  

radius   of   the   proton.    One   final   possibility,   and   perhaps   the   most   exciting   possibility,   is  

that   all   of   the   experiments   conducted   that   measure   the   radius   via   scattering   and  

spectroscopy   make   use   of   QED,   which   describes   the   behavior   of   all   leptonic   particles  
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including   electrons   and   muons.    Conducting   these   experiments   and   finding   different  

results   between   the   electron   and   muon   can   indicate   a   different   interaction   with   the   proton.  

That   is   to   say   the   electron-proton   interaction   can   behave   differently   than   the   muon-proton  

interaction,   a   possible   violation   of   QED!    This   opens   the   realm   to   new   types   of   physics,  

such   a   new   type   of   boson   or   interaction   that   requires   new   physics.    Though   the   “jewel   of  

physics”   as   Feynman   once   described   QED   would   seem   unlikely   to   be   invalidated,   it  

cannot   be   ruled   out   with   these   experiments.  

There   is   some   recent   data   that   may   narrow   down   the   proton   charge   radius   puzzle.  

As   recently   as   late   2019,   the   first   paper   that   measures   the   Lamb   shift   of   atomic   hydrogen  

unveiled   a   value   for   the   proton   radius   that   is   consistent   with   the   muonic   experiments,  

using   RF   fields   to   improve   the   accuracy   of   the   measured   radius   [25].    There   is   still   no  

consensus   however   on   whether   this   new   experiment   solves   the   proton   charge   radius  

puzzle,   and   more   experiments   will   be   needed   that   replicate   these   findings.  

 

1.3 Impact  

The   field   of   physics   gives   scientists   an   understanding   of   how   the   universe   works  

at   its   most   fundamental   level,   which   allows   scientists   to   devise   theorems   based   on  

observed   phenomena   from   controlled   environments.    For   this   reason   many   of   the   topics  

covered   in   physics   research   serve   this   purpose:   to   simply   understand   how   the   universe  

functions.    The   direct   impact   of   measuring   the   Feshbach   resonance   of   Ps +    will   likely   be  

the   confirmation   that   its   resonance   frequency   and   cross   section   are   in   agreement   with  
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calculations   [1].    Of   slightly   more   significance   is   that   we   will   have   established   an  

efficient   technique   (due   to   the   comparatively   large   cross   section   of   the   Feshbach  

resonance)   for   producing   Ps   atoms   via   resonant   excitation   of   Ps +    or   Ps -    followed   by   the  

relaxation   of   the   Feshbach   state   to   the   ground   state   of   positronium   via   the   Auger   emission  

of   the   second   positron   or   electron.    Since   the   Ps +    or   Ps -    ions   can   be   accelerated   to   any  

desired   energy,   we   will   thus   have   a   source   of   monoenergetic   fast   Ps   atoms   that   could   be  

of   significant   utility.   One   example   would   be   that   the   fast   Ps   atoms   could   be   used   to  

implant   positrons   into   a   target   at   a   high   positive   potential   such   that   it   would   not   be  

accessible   to   analysis   via   a   monoenergetic   beam   of   bare   positrons.    It   has   also   been  

suggested   that   neutral   fast   positronium   might   have   a   significantly   greater   probability   for  

penetration   through   a   thin   film   of   material   without   any   interaction   since   the   first   order  

Coulomb   scattering   matrix   element   vanishes   [55,83].   

It   is   unlikely   that   precise   value   of   the   resonance   parameters   would   have   major  

implications   to   our   understanding   of   leptonic   interactions   that   would   require   a   major  

change   to   our   understanding   of   the   building   blocks   of   the   universe.    However   the  

experiments   with   fast   positronium   beams   could   be   of   interest   and   some   eventual   utility.  

Our   measurements   of   the   Feshbach   resonance   however   hold   importance   because   of   its  

direct   implications   for   using   positronium   outside   of   basic   research.    Positronium   has  

major   implications   for   the   developments   of   the   first   gamma-ray   lasers.    Since   the   primary  

decay   mode   of   positronium   produces   gamma   rays   with   a   well   defined   energy   of   511   keV,  

forcing   an   ensemble   of   positronium   atoms   to   decay   in   a   short   time   frame   in   a   cavity  
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would   generate   a   pulse   of   gamma   rays   at   this   energy   which   emulates   the   behavior   of  

pulsed   laser   systems.    Construction   of   the   first   gamma-ray   laser   would   of   course   require  

the   ability   to   create   a   dense   BEC   state   of   positronium,   which   is   currently   an   active   field  

of   research.    The   Feshbach   resonance   is   just   one   the   many   resonances   and   behaviors   that  

need   to   be   understood   for   positronium   and   its   charged   variants,   as   they   can   change   the  

design   of   the   first   gamma-ray   lasers.    Such   a   laser   has   grand   implications   for   modern  

medical   and   spectroscopy   devices,   which   may   eliminate   the   need   for   radioactive   sources  

to   generate   high   energy   photons.    Gamma   ray   lasers   have   uses   for   medical   imaging,   and  

as   possible   cancer   radiation   treatments,   the   latter   of   which   would   allow   for   fine   control  

for   targeting   malignant   regions.  

Significant   portions   of   our   research   involve   the   use   of   constructing   ultra-high  

vacuum   systems   and   traps   for   the   purposes   of   transportation   and   collection   of   positrons.  

The   trap   and   accumulator   systems   used   in   this   experiment   have   uses   for   transportation  

and   storage   of   charged   antimatter,   to   be   used   at   a   later   time.    Since   antimatter   annihilates  

with   ordinary   matter,   the   only   known   way   to   store   antimatter   is   through   magnetic  

confinement.    Such   systems   would   require   significant   improvements   to   the   buffer   gas  

systems   that   must   have   the   ability   to   cool   antimatter   while   having   a   high   annihilation  

lifetime.    The   setup   of   the   trap   and   the   accumulator   are   only   useful   for   charged   antimatter  

particles   and   cannot   confine   neutral   particles   such   as   antineutrinos,   but   such   discoveries  

would   mark   a   major   milestone   in   allowing   antimatter   particles   to   be   stored   for   longer  

periods   of   time   for   later   use   in   particle   accelerators.   
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Chapter   2  

Theory  

2.1 Scattering   Basics  

Scattering   is   the   process   through   which   particles   travelling   in   a   linear   trajectory  

will   deviate   from   this   trajectory   through   an   interaction   with   other   particles   in   its  

surroundings.    This   interaction   involves   some   loss   or   exchange   of   energy   and   momentum  

with   these   particles   resulting   in   one   or   both   particles   modifying   their   original   trajectories,  

or   in   the   case   when   one   of   the   particles   is   a   photon,   becoming   absorbed   by   another  

particle.    For   the   purposes   of   our   experiment,   positrons   are   guided   electromagnetically   to  

a   target,   where   they   will   interact   with   the   atoms   in   the   target,   which   will   be   identified   by  

the   letter   A.    The   following   is   a   non-exhaustive   list   of   different   types   of   scattering   [69].  

A + e+ → A + e+ Elastic   scattering  

A + e+ → A+ + e+ + e− Ionization  

A + e+ → A* + e+ Electronic   excitation  

sA + e+ → A+ + P Positronium   creation  

γA + e+ → A+ + 2 Electron-positron   annihilation  

All   of   the   interactions   shown   are   examples   of   first   order   interactions   and   form   the  

building   blocks   of   all   other   types   of   scattering   that   can   take   place   in   this   experiment.    For  
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instance,   the   formation   of   Ps +    requires   that   a   positron   first   ionize   an   atom,   whereby   the  

positron   and   electron   form   a   positronium   bound   state.    Then   an   additional   positron   must  

interact   with   this   positronium   atom   to   form   another   bound   state.    The   main   interaction  

taking   place   in   this   experiment   is   shown   below:  

i i se+ + N → N + + P  

s se+ + P → P +  

s γP + → e+ + n  

Note   that   the   target   for   this   experiment   is   composed   of   nickel,   and   is   the   source   of  

electrons   for   the   formation   of   Ps + .    The   experiment   described   here   necessitates   the  

presence   of   these   three   interactions   in   this   order,   but   a   myriad   of   other   side   interactions  

can   take   place   and   serve   as   a   loss   mechanism   for   the   experiment.    This   includes   the  

formation   of   Ps,   Ps - ,   and   Ps 2 .   

 

2.2 Ps +    System  

Conducting   this   experiment   requires   the   generation   of   the   positively   charged  

positronium   positive   ion   Ps + .    It   is   the   simplest   and   lightest   positively   charged   three   body  

lepton   system,   predicted   to   have   a   ground   state   lifetime   of   479   ps   based   on   the   lifetime   of  

Ps -    [30,   31].    The   same   lifetime   is   predicted   for   Ps +    due   to   CPT   symmetry,   more  

specifically   the   invariance   of   a   reaction   under   the   simultaneous   inversion   of   all   charges,  

of   left   and   right,   and   of   the   direction   of   time.   CPT   symmetry   implies   that   fermions   and  

their   antiparticles   must   have   the   same   properties   with   only   the   charge   reversed   [67].  
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Since   Ps +    can   be   viewed   as   the   same   three   body   system   as   Ps -    but   with   each   particle  

replaced   with   its   antiparticle,   the   properties   are   then   identical   to   Ps -    including   the   lifetime,  

with   only   the   charge   being   the   opposite.    This   results   in   a   lifetime   longer   than   the   mean  

lifetime   of   singlet   positronium,   but   shorter   than   triplet   positronium.    While   its   negatively  

charged   counterpart   was   discovered   in   1981   by   Mills   using   a   thin   carbon   film   as   the  

target   [31],   Ps +    is   not   known   to   have   been   created   in   any   experiment   to   date   [32].   Ps +  

however   was   likely   created   in   the   2012   experiment   that   photoexcited   Ps 2    molecules   to   a  

dipole-allowed   excited   state   that   likely   decayed   with   the   emission   of   one   electron   or   one  

positron   to   either   the   Ps +    or   the   Ps -    ion   [39].      Like   the   Ps -    ion,   Ps +    can   be   viewed   as   a  

positronium   atom   with   an   additional   lepton   in   the   bound   state.    Upon   decay   of   the   Ps +    ion  

an   electron   and   a   positron   will   annihilate,   resulting   in   the   release   of   the   third   lepton   and   2  

gamma   rays,   with   3   gammas   being   emitted   in   less   than   1%   of   the   annihilations.  

 

2.3 Feshbach   Resonance  

In   the   most   general   sense,   a   resonance   is   the   increase   in   amplitude   of   a  

phenomenon   or   event   to   a   system   when   a   certain   energy   or   force   is   applied   to   the   said  

system   [33].    The   amplitude   can   observationally   manifest   itself   in   many   forms   such   as   an  

increase   in   the   probability   of   an   event   or   an   increase   in   the   maximum   displacement   of   the  

system.    In   the   case   of   particles,   charged   particles   moving   at   high   velocities   in   vacuum  

can   become   trapped   in   potential   wells,   increasing   the   probability   of   finding   the   particle  

inside   this   well   when   measured.    Another   way   to   describe   this   situation   is   to   say   that   the  
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particle   is   now   in   a   bound   state,   and   depending   on   the   potential   present   will   determine   the  

nature   of   the   energy   levels   in   accordance   with   quantum   physics.    That   is   to   say   there   is   no  

difference   between   a   resonance   and   a   bound   state,   if   something   lives   long   enough   to  

make   a   bound   state   and   conduct   an   optical   transition   (i.e.   transition   level   from   one   energy  

to   another),   then   it   is   considered   a   resonance.    If   the   particle   does   not   have   any   changes   to  

its   internal   state   when   the   potential   wells   disappear   (meaning   that   its   current   state   does  

not   depend   on   the   existence   of   the   potential   field),   this   quasi-bound   state   is   referred   to   as  

a   shape   resonance   [68].   

Bound   states   like   these   can   appear   under   a   variety   of   circumstances,   but   for   the  

purposes   of   this   paper,   the   focus   will   be   on   scattering   processes.    It   has   been   shown  

mathematically   that   short   ranged   interaction   potentials   can   be   treated   the   same   as  

effective   hard   sphere   potentials   as   they   will   result   in   the   same   scattering   wavefunction   at  

long   range   distances   [75].    The   hard   sphere   potential   can   be   modeled   in   the   following  

manner,   where   V 0    is   very   large:  

 

Depending   on   whether   the   potential   is   attractive   (V 0    <   0)   or   repulsive   (V 0    >   0)   will  

determine   the   effective   radius   of   scattering,   which   depends   on   the   dimensionless  

parameter   .    The   effective   radius   for   a   repulsive   potential   is   given   by:  γ = √m ℏV ∣ ∣ 0
 ∣ 
∣ / 2  
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The   shape   resonance   [86]   occurs   for   certain   values   of     that   results   in   a   flip   in   the   sign   of γ  

the   tangent   function,   which   physically   manifests   as   a   potential   field   with   a   well   that   can  

support   a   bound   state   [75].    The   details   of   the   mathematics   behind   the   calculation   of   the  

effective   radius   can   be   found   in   the   previous   citation.    In   many   cases,   the   potential   field  

that   traps   the   particle   is   an   angular   momentum   potential,   such   that   when   the   two   potential  

fields   are   accounted   for   results   in   a   double   valley   potential   [76].   

An   interesting   example   of   a   shape   resonance   was   discovered   in   a   BEC   of    87 Rb  

atoms   using   a   laser   to   photo-associate   atoms   together.    Atoms   that   were   in   the   process   of  

colliding   were   suddenly   photoexcited,   forming   a   bound   state   of   excited   Rb   atoms   and  

evidence   of   this   bound   state   can   be   seen   as   spontaneous   emission   from   the   decay   of   the  

state   [70].    More   recently,   Nagashima   measured   the   shape   resonance   of   Ps -    as   a   way   to  

test   the   three-body   problem   in   quantum   mechanics   [77].    The   results   agreed   with   existing  

calculations   and   the   group   was   able   to   measure   the   shape   resonance   for   Ps - .   A   diagram  

depicting   the   shape   resonance   can   be   found   in   Figure   2.1   below.    While   relatively   easy   to  

observe   experimentally,   the   bound   state   potential   is   the   same   as   the   interaction   of   the  

atoms   and   thus   the   resonance   itself   cannot   be   controlled   in   a   static   magnetic   field.  

Changing   the   behavior   of   the   scattering   process   is   experimentally   challenging.    This  

means   that   the   magnetic   moment   of   the   newly   formed   bound   state   is   equal   to   the  

magnetic   moment   of   the   individual   atoms   [75].   
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Named   after   the   MIT   professor   Hermann   Feshbach,   the   Feshbach   resonance   is  

related   to   a   shape   resonance   with   one   major   difference:   the   magnetic   moment   of   the  

newly-formed,   weakly   bound   molecule   is   different   from   the   atoms   that   are   colliding.  

Now   we   consider   interactions   that   result   in   a   change   of   their   internal   states.    In   the   case   of  

two   particles   that   are   scattering,   the   particles   will   have   an   associated   potential   field   due   to  

their   interaction,   resulting   in   the   characteristic   behavior   of   their   scattering.    The   excitation  

of   one   or   both   atoms   results   in   a   new   potential   field.    The   energy   of   one   of   the   incoming  

atoms   in   the   scattering   event   is   magnetically   tuned   into   resonance   with   the   bound   state   of  

the   molecule   that   forms   when   the   constituent   atoms   are   bound   together   [71].    The  

difference   in   the   magnetic   moment   between   the   unbound   atom   and   the   molecular   bound  

system   is   dependent   on   the   strength   of   an   external   magnetic   field,   allowing   for   magnetic  

tuning   of   the   resonance   and   thus   experimentally   accessible   [75].    If   the   new   bound   state  

forms   a   singlet   state,   the   two   particles   are   permitted   to   be   close   together,   allowing   for   a  

deeper   potential   than   its   triplet   state   due   to   the   Pauli   exclusion   principle.    This   deeper  

potential   results   in   a   longer-lived   state   and   by   the   uncertainty   principle,   the   Feshbach  

resonance   must   have   a   narrow   energy   width,   especially   when   compared   to   the   shape  

resonance.    Referring   back   to   Figure   2.1,   the   reader   may   notice   a   concentrated   series   of  

data   points   around   the   photon   energy   of   5.41   eV.    The   experiment   conducted   by  

Nagashima   to   find   the   shape   resonance   also   sought   to   find   the   Feshbach   resonance   of   Ps -  

in   the   same   experiment   but   they   were   unable   to   detect   it   and   it   was   not   referenced   in   their  
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publication   [78].    5.41   eV   corresponds   to   a   photon   wavelength   of   229.6   nm,   in  

accordance   with   Mills’   discussion   of   the   Feshbach   resonance   of   Ps -    [1].  

 

Figure   2.1:   The   measured   shape   resonance   of   the   positronium   negative   ion   as  
experimentally   found    by   Nagashima   et   al.    The   cluster   of   data   points   around   5.4   -   5.41  

eV   photon   energy   indicates   that   the   same   group   tried   very   hard   to   find   the   Feshbach  
resonance   but   were   unable   to   detect   it.    Had   the   resonance   been   detected,   it   would   appear  

as   an   extremely   narrow   and   tall   peak   at   5.41   eV   [1],   when   compared   to   the   shape  
resonance,   due   to   its   long-lived   nature.   
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 Chapter   3  

Experiments  

3.1 Rydberg   Mirror  

A   Physical   Review   Letter   from   2017   describes   the   discovery   of   the   first   nearly  

achromatic   imaging   electrostatic   mirror   [ 3 ]   that   is   able   to   focus   Rydberg   atoms,   and  

Rydberg   Ps   in   particular.    About   4   years   ago,   Dr.   Allen   Mills   realized   that   an   azimuthally  

sinusoidal   potential   imposed   on   the   surface   of   a   cylinder   results   in   the   magnitude   of   the  

external   electric   field   falling   off   exponentially   with   distance   from   the   surface.   Since   a  

slow   Rydberg   atom   in   a   particular   Stark   level   feels   a   potential   proportional   to   the  

magnitude   of   the   electric   field,   this   means   that   the   described   electric   field   can   act   like   a  

repulsive   smooth   mirror   surface.    Construction   and   testing   of   an   electrostatic   mirror   by  

providing   the   UV   and   IR   laser   pulse   from   the   Quanta-Ray   TSC   dye   lasers   for   producing  

slow   Rydberg   Ps   atoms   for   the   experiment,   as   well   as   proper   measurement   of   the   laser  

wavelength   and   linewidth   were   my   contributions   to   this   experiment.   This   Rydberg   mirror,  

1   m   long,   0.1   m   in   radius   having   the   shape   of   a   nearly   cylindrical   ellipsoid   of   revolution  

was   assembled   and   used   to   focus   a   beam   of   Rydberg   Ps   atoms   with   velocities   on   the  

order   of   2×10 5    m/s   onto   a   20   mm   diameter   spot   on   a   micro   channel   plate   detector   6   m  

away!   A   schematic   of   the   Rydberg   mirror   describing   its   operation   and   placement,   can   be  
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found   in   Figure   3.1   below.    This   type   of   mirror   could   be   useful   for   measuring   the   free   fall  

of   Rydberg   Ps   in   horizontal   flight   [16]   and   more   generally   for   many   experiments   using  

ordinary   Rydberg   atoms.    When   tested   at   two   different   voltages,   the   data   showed  

statistically   significant   count   rates   between   10   and   60   microseconds   in   transit   [3].    A   plot  

of   the   count   rate   as   a   function   of   the   TOF   of   the   Ps   atoms   is   shown   in   Figure   3.2,   and   x-y  

positional   histograms   are   shown   in   Figure   3.3.   The   Rydberg   electrostatic   mirror   was   able  

to   focus   a   beam   of   Rydberg   Ps   atoms   down   to   a   spot   of   32   mm   FWHM   diameter   [4].   A  

detailed   description   of   the   Rydberg   mirror   is   found   in   the   previous   reference.  

Improvements   to   the   mirror   and   the   assembly   where   it   is   mounted   are   planned,   including  

increasing   the   resolution   of   the   mirror   down   to   500   microns   and   more   ideal   placement   of  

the   mirror   for   the   main   experiment.  

 

Figure   3.1:   Schematic   of   the   Rydberg   mirror   installed   in   the   flight   path   of   the   Ps   atoms  
produced   by   the   target   [3].    Upon   excitation   of   the   Ps   atoms,   the   atoms   traveling   in   the  

path   towards   the   position   sensitive   detector   (PSD)   are   focused   with   the   mirror   and  
reduced   to   a   smaller   spot   size   on   the   detector  
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Figure   3.2:   The   spectrum   of   the   TOF   distribution   as   provided   in   this   reference   [3].   The   x-axis   shows   the  
travel   time   between   the   target   and   the   MCP   detector.    IR   laser   was   tuned   for   excitation   to   n   =   32   for   this  

experiment.    Statistically   significant   counts   were   found   for   when   the   mirror   was   turned   on   at   both   V   =   ±10,  
±90   V,   when   compared   to   the   mirror   when   it   was   off   (V   =   0   V).  
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Figure   3.3:   2D   histograms   of   the   position   of   the   Rydberg   Ps   that   arrive   at   the   detector,   with   a   resolution   of  
4.3   mm   and   IR   set   to   n   =   32   [3].    Black   squares   indicate   the   maximum   strength   in   the   signal,   while   white  
squares   indicate   no   counts.    Plot   (b)   shows   the   total   counts   with   the   mirror   on,   at   ±10   V   potential.    Plot   (a)  
shows   the   number   of   counts   with   the   mirror   off,   using   the   same   scale   as   plot   (b).    The   dotted   circle   around  
this   plot   is   the   active   area   of   the   detector.    Plot   (c)   indicates   the   best   focus   achieved   with   the   mirror   using  

light.    Plots   (d)   to   (f)   show   the   counts   at   different   times   along   the   TOF,   as   shown   in   the   respective  
histogram.    These   plots   indicate   that   the   focus   of   the   mirror   is   largely   void   of   chromatic   aberrations.  

 

3.2 Manipulator   Arm  

Many   of   the   experiments   conducted   on   positronium   require   special   detection  

systems   that   find   the   presence   of   positronium   or   positronium   ion   formations.    Often   in  

these   experiments,   the   detection   is   done   indirectly   through   decay   into   electrons,  

positrons,   or   gamma   rays   which   are   detected   directly.    One   such   device   used   to   detect   the  

presence   of   positronium   is   a   multi-channel   plate   that   measures   high   energy   positrons   or  
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electrons   through   an   array   of   electron   multipliers.    The   details   of   the   operation   of   the  

micro   channel   plate,   specifically   how   it   works,   can   be   found   in   the   Ps +    detection   section  

in   the   next   chapter   and   in   this   article   [74].  

In   the   case   of   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    experiment,   a   micro   channel   plate   is   placed   along   the  

trajectory   of   the   positronium   atoms   emitted   from   the   target.    The   target,   as   well   as   the  

MCP   all   lie   inside   of   a   single   chamber   (i.e.   the   1S-2S   chamber)   under   vacuum.    When  

repairs   or   replacements   need   to   be   conducted   to   the   equipment   in   the   chamber,   such   as  

the   ion   pump,   mirrors,   or   piezos,   it   requires   the   chamber   to   be   opened   up   to   air.    The  

chamber   is   first   brought   back   to   atmospheric   pressure   using   clean   (>   99.99%)   nitrogen  

gas.    While   precautions   are   taken   to   prevent   contaminants   from   entering   the   chamber,  

their   introduction   while   making   these   repairs   or   replacements   is   unavoidable.    These  

contaminants,   if   left   alone   prevent   the   chamber   from   reaching   ultra-high   vacuum  

pressures   as   the   ion   pumps   slowly   remove   them   from   chamber   surfaces.    For   this   reason  

the   UVC   bulbs   (hereafter   referred   to   as   “lamps”)   are   present   in   the   1S-2S   chamber   that  

are   turned   on   to   clean   the   chamber,   which   removes   contaminants   such   as   water   and  

hydrocarbons   that   become   coated   to   the   chamber   surfaces   when   repairs   are   conducted.   

The   lamps   are   powerful   enough   that   they   will   degrade   the   MCP   over   time,  

damaging   the   electron   multipliers.     The   manipulator   arm   is   a   retraction   assembly  

designed   to   circumvent   this   problem   by   retracting   the   MCP   into   its   own   chamber   under  

vacuum   while   the   lamps   clean   the   1S-2S   chamber.    The   design   of   the   manipulator   arm  

had   to   take   into   consideration   the   limited   space   available   outside   the   chamber   for   a  
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separate   beamline   added   after   the   magnetic   switchyard,   stability   to   prevent   sagging   of   the  

assembly,   and   support   for   the   bellows   enclosing   the   MCP   that   would   otherwise   collapse  

due   to   the   low   pressure   inside   the   bellows.    The   manipulator   arm   is   installed   on   a   rail  

assembly   that   can   be   adjusted   using   a   crank   attached   to   a   threaded   rod   to   adjust   the  

position   of   the   MCP.    Additional   support   is   provided   through   three   stainless   steel   rods  

gliding   on   ball   bearings   to   allow   the   entire   assembly   to   slide.    These   ball   bearings   are  

covered   and   protected   by   the   addition   of   cylindrical   flanges,   which   provide   more   support  

for   the   rods.    The   central   cylindrical   conduit   serves   to   support   the   MCP   detector   and   keep  

the   assembly   at   the   optimal   angle   for   Ps   detection.    The   cylindrical   conduit   as   the   name  

states   is   hollow   and   allows   for   the   passage   of   electrical   cables   that   connect   the   MCP   to  

cables   outside   the   chamber   to   provide   power   and   send   signals.    With   the   exception   of   the  

rods,   all   other   parts   are   made   with   aluminum   for   maximum   support   while   minimizing  

weight.    Images   of   the   manipulator   arm   can   be   found   below   in   figure   3.4,   and   in  

Appendix   B.  
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Figure   3.4:   Bird’s   eye   view   of   the   cross   section   of   the   micro   channel   plate   (MCP)  
retraction   assembly.    The   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    (main)   chamber   is   shown   in   the   top   part   of   the   image,  

containing   6   nipples   on   all   sides,   and   the   retraction   assembly   attached   to   one   of   them.  
The   nipple   that   connects   the   retraction   assembly   to   the   main   chamber   serves   as   a   pocket  

chamber   for   the   micro   channel   plate   (shown   tilted   inside   the   pocket   chamber),   whereby   it  
is   closed   off   from   the   main   chamber   shielded   from   UV   light   by   a   manual   valve.    The   rods  

to   the   side   support   the   chamber   and   allow   the   assembly   to   slide   towards   the   main  
chamber   and   away   using   a   rail   and   threaded   rod   assembly,   adjusted   using   a   rotating  
crank.    The   thicker   central   beam   provides   support   to   the   MCP,   hollow   for   cables   to  

propagate   down   to   the   BNC   ports   where   they   are   connected   from   the   outside.     An   angled  
plate   at   the   end   of   the   central   beam   gives   the   MCP   the   angle   needed   for   maximum   Ps   flux  

from   the   target.   The   positions   are   marked   on   the   rail   for   the   operator   to   set   the   MCP   at  
the   right   location   for   the   experiment.    Additional   angles   of   the   assembly   can   be   found   in  

Appendix   B.  
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Once   the   manipulator   arm   was   installed   with   the   MCP   mounted   onto   the   central  

beam,   the   typical   output   pulses   from   the   4   corners   of   the   position-sensitive   MCP   anode  

are   shown   in   Figure   3.5   below   with   the   original   preamplifier.    As   seen   in   the   output  

below,   there   are   signs   of   suboptimal   performance   as   the   signal   shows   evidence   of  

excessive   ringing.     To   correct   for   this   ringing,   replacing   the   preamplifier   with   a   new  

preamplifier   fabricated   by   Dr.   Allen   Mills   was   conducted.   The   obvious   reduction   in  

ringing   shown   in   Figure   3.6   and   increase   in   the   speed   of   response   with   the   new  

preamplifier   indicate   that   superior   performance   is   expected.  

 

 

Figure   3.5:   Typical   output   pulse   of   the   MCP   anode,   showing   4   channels   indicating   the  
amplitude   of   the   signal   across   all   four   sides   of   the   position   sensitive   anode.    The   relative  
amplitudes   provide   estimates   of   the   location   of   where   the   particles   hit   the   detector.    The  

decaying   amplitude   of   the   signal   is   referred   to   as   ringing,   and   indicates   poor   performance  
of   the   preamplifier.  
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Figure   3.6:   Output   pulse   of   the   MCP   anode   using   an   improved   preamplifier   by   Dr.   Allen  
Mills,   eliminating   the   ringing.  

 

3.3 1S-2P   Measurements  

The   primary   experiment   used   to   directly   measure   higher-order   QED   terms   to   the  

energy   levels   of   the   hydrogenic   atom   that   would   rule   out   possible   explanations   for   the  

proton   charge   radius   puzzle   is   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    experiment.    While   the   experimental   setup  

was   being   built   for   this   primary   experiment,   a   preliminary   experiment   was   conducted   to  

test   the   equipment   and   as   a   model   for   a   possibly   more   accurate   experiment   that   could   be  

done   to   determine   the   triplet   P   shift   analogous   to   the   first   such   measurement   that   was  

done   in   1975   [24].    This   experiment   is   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 P 2    experiment,   whereby   the   positronium  
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produced   in   this   experiment   made   use   of   a   copper   (later   porous   silicon)   target,   focused  

using   an   electrostatic   Einzel   lens   prior   to   reaching   the   target.    All   positron   pulses   arrive  

from   the   trap   stage,   where   its   function   is   outlined   in   the   next   chapter.   

When   positronium   atoms   emanate   from   the   surface   of   the   target,   they   leave   the  

surface   bound   state   with   an   intensity   proportional   to   the   square   of   the   cosine   of   the   angle  

normal   to   the   surface.    The   Ps   atoms   travelling   in   the   direction   of   the   MCP   detector   are  

then   excited   using   a   243   nm   UV   pulse,   which   has   the   energy   sufficient   to   excite   ground  

state   Ps   to   the   2P   state.    An   infrared   laser   pulse   then   arrives   at   the   chamber   ~   400   ps   after  

the   UV   pulse   arrives   and   conducts   an   excitation   to   a   higher   order   Rydberg   state.    This  

time   is   shorter   than   the   2P   lifetime   of   Ps,   which   has   a   lifetime   of   3.18   ns   [1].    The  

selected   energy   level   that   the   IR   pulse   would   excite   varied   by   the   wavelength   output   of  

the   IR   Quanta-Ray   dye   laser   (designated   as   nS   or   nD),   however   many   of   the  

measurements   conducted   used   the   n   =   24   energy   level.    An   illustration   of   the   target   used  

for   the   1S-2P   experiment,   showing   how   the   UV   and   IR   pulses   were   aligned   relative   to   the  

target   can   be   seen   in   Figure   3.7   below.  
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Figure   3.7:   Illustration   of   the   target   for   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 P 2    experiment,   showing   the  
arrangement   of   the   UV   and   IR   laser   beam   and   the   target   used   to   make   the   Rydberg   Ps  

beam.    Ps *    indicates   the   path   of   the   excited   Ps   atoms.  
 

Daily   operation   of   the   Surelite   laser,   including   maintenance   and   alignment   to   the  

Quanta-Ray   dye   laser,   is   my   contribution   to   this   experiment.    To   ensure   the   1S-2P   and  

Rydberg   excitations   occurred   near   the   target,   the   wavelength   of   both   lasers   was   measured  

using   a   calibrated   Bristol   Wavemeter   821.    This   device   allowed   measurements   of   the  

laser   pulse   with   an   uncertainty   of   600   MHz,   smaller   than   the   linewidth   of   both   the   UV  

and   IR   pulse   with   linewidths   on   the   order   of   10   GHz.  

The   completed   apparatus   for   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    experiment,   which   improves   upon   the  

experiment   conducted   by   Mills   in   1993   [85]   and   includes   the   precision   laser   system   and  

the   positronium   excitation   and   detection   chamber   [23],   was   used   to   test   the   TOF  
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detection   of   Rydberg   Ps   in   the   exact   geometry   to   be   used   for   the   1S-2S   measurements   in  

August   2018.    Operation   of   the   Coherent   pulsed   YAG   laser   and   the   two   dye   lasers  

required   to   make   the   243   nm   and   ~732   nm   light   pulses   used   for   the   transition   1S-2P   and  

2P-nS   or   nD   were   my   contributions   to   this   experiment.   Figure   3.8   shows   the   TOF  

distribution   of    n    =   24   Ps   atoms,   excited   starting   after   the   1S-2P   transition,   and   the   plot  

indicates   that   there   is   a   useful   intensity   at   3   μs   TOF   over   0.3   m.    This   corresponds   to   a   Ps  

velocity   of   approximately   10 5    m/s   and   a   second-order   Doppler   shift   of   ~½ v 2 /c 2    =   55   ppb.  

The   fact   that   no   signal   was   detected   with   continuous-wave   (CW)   excitation   at   486   nm  

was   due   to   several   problems   discovered   in   these   first   tests,   including   insufficient   486   nm  

intensity,   acoustic   noise   sources,   micro   channel   plate   detector   deterioration   during   laser  

cavity   super   mirror   oxygen-ion   treatment,   and   laser   frequency   feedback   instability.   These  

problems   have   gradually   been   ameliorated   over   the   last   2   years,   particularly   with   the  

installation   of   vibration   suppression   frames   to   nearby   structures.    Structures   such   as   the  

magnetic   switchyard,   positron   beamline,   and   the   light   pipe   were   built   to   suppress  

vibrations   that   resonated   with   the   1S-2S   chamber,   and   kept   below   thresholds   to   avoid  

interference   with   the   experiment.    In   addition   to   this,   a   new    22 Na   positron   source   with   a  

10-fold   improved   increase   in   activity   (50   mCi)   was   installed   in   November   2019   which  

should   soon   allow   the   first   precision   1S-2S   measurements.  
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Figure   3.8:   The   time   of   flight   distribution   measuring   when   the   Rydberg   Ps   excited   to   n   =  
24   Ry   after   1S-2P   excitation   reached   the   detector   after   travelling   30   cm.   The   blue   curve   is  
the   total   signal,   The   y-axis   is   the   relative   intensity   of   the   signal,   and   the   x-axis   measures  

the   time   in   ns.   This   data   was   obtained   in   July   2018   by   Jones,   Greaves,   Moxom,   Cecchini,  
Osorno,   Goldman,   Tom,   Mills   [23]  
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Chapter   4  

Experimental   Apparatus  

4.1 Source   Stage  

At   the   heart   of   the   experiment   is   the   formation   of   positronium   atoms,   requiring   a  

continuous   source   of   positrons.    The   source   stage   serves   as   the   location   where   positrons  

are   first   created   and   is   the   beginning   of   the   positron   beam   formation   process.    The   stage  

does   not   itself   create   positrons,   and   instead   relies   on   a   radioactive   β +    source   to   emit  

positrons.    Valued   for   both   its   long   half-life   (t 1/2    =   2.61   y)   and   high   yield   of   positron  

emission   (90%   of   decays   result   in   positron   emission),   sodium-22   ( 22 Na)   it   is   an   attractive  

source   for   positron   beams   [14].    Other   sources   such   as    58 Co   and    64 Cu   can   also   be  

considered   but   suffer   from   either   low   positron   yields   and/or   short   half-lives,   both  

instances   requiring   more   frequent   changes   in   the   source.    The   radioactive   source   used   for  

the   source   stage   is   ~40   mCi   (as   of   May   2020)   of    22 Na,   which   has   three   possible   decay  

routes:   

(~90.2%   beta-decay   with   540   keV   endpoint) Na → Ne  (1.27 MeV ) 22  22 + e+ + νe + γ  
(9.5%   k-capture) Na e → Ne  (1.27 MeV ) 22 +    01−  22 + γ  

(~0.056%)   (beta-decay   with   1,814   keV   endpoint) Na → Ne 22  22 + e+* + νe  
 

The   first   decay   route   is   the   most   relevant   to   this   experiment   and   the   only   route   that   results  

in   the   production   of   a   significant   number   of   positrons.    Positron   emission   is   due   to   the  
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decay   of   a   proton   in   the   nucleus   of    22 Na   since   the   radionuclide   is   proton-rich   compared   to  

the   stable   isotope   of   sodium,    23 Na.    The   decay   product   includes   a   neutron,   the   positron,  

and   a   neutrino:   

p+ → n0 + e+ + νe  
 

This   change   to   the   nucleus   results   in   a   transmutation   to   a   neon   nucleus   in   an   excited   state,  

which   promptly   emits   a   gamma   ray   with   an   energy   of   1.274   MeV   (via   an   isomeric  

transition).    These   gamma   ray   emissions   serve   as   a   good   indicator   for   the   status   of   the  

source:   if   the   emissions   are   too   low   it   can   mean   the   source   may   need   to   be   replaced   with  

a   new   one.   

The    22 Na   source   is   mounted   inside   of   a   CMW   1000   block,   a   metal   composite  

consisting   of   tungsten   90%   and   copper   10%   by   weight.    The   block   serves   to   absorb   high  

energy   gamma   radiation   emitted   from   the   source.    This   block   is   stored   inside   of   an  

aluminum   cylindrical   barrel,   where   the   space   surrounding   the   source   vacuum   chamber  

containing   the   CMW   block   is   filled   with   lead   shot   for   additional   absorption   of   radiation.  

At   one   end   of   the   barrel,   there   is   a   conical   opening   for   positrons   to   escape   to   the  

beamline,   where   they   are   guided   towards   this   opening   by   two   sets   of   Helmholtz   coils  

placed   above   and   below   the   CMW   1000   block   containing   the   source.    In   order   to   produce  

a   constant   magnetic   field   towards   the   opening,   the   Helmholtz   coils   are   positioned   such  

that   the   midpoint   between   the   two   coils   is   the   location   of   the   source.    The   image   of   the  

labeled   source   stage   can   be   found   in   figure   4.1.  
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Figure   4.1:   External   image   of   the   source   stage.    The   blue   cylindrical   barrel   (a)   houses   the  
source   and   conical   opening.    Positron   remoderation   takes   place   in   a   solid   neon   lattice  

coating   the   walls   of   the   conical   opening   (not   visible).    The   barrel   is   filled   with   lead   shot  
to   shield   operators   from   ionizing   radiation.    The   green   coils   to   the   right   of   the   barrel  

serves   as   the   velocity   selector   (b),   guiding   only   moderated   positrons   through   an   off   axis  
aperture   to   continue   to   the   trap.    Unmoderated   positrons   annihilate   on   the   wall   of   the  

tungsten   plug,   as   well   as   absorb   gamma   radiation   from   the    22 Na   source.    Positrons   travel  
to   the   right   of   the   image   after   moderation.  

 
The   energy   emission   of   the   positrons   from    22 Na   can   reach   as   high   as   0.546   MeV,  

making   its   energy   too   high   for   efficient   positronium   production.   Note   that   the   beta   decay  

positrons   have   a   broad   energy   distribution   because   the   decay   energy   is   shared   between  

the   positron   and   a   neutrino   with   a   range   of   angles   between   their   directions   of   emission.  

A   diagram   of   the   energy   distribution   of   the   positrons   emitted   from    22 Na   can   be   found  
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below   in   figure   4.2.    Positrons   must   then   be   moderated   with   an   additional   setup   after   the  

source   to   reduce   particle   speeds.    Placed   just   outside   the   source   within   the   source   vacuum  

chamber,   the   moderator   consists   of   the   conical   opening   mentioned   earlier   which   is   coated  

with   a   layer   of   solid   neon   to   form   a   very   efficient   slow   positron   moderator   [34].   A   conical  

geometry   was   chosen   for   the   opening   of   the   source   to   improve   the   efficiency   of   the  

moderator   [35].    A   leak   valve   is   used   to   allow   99.999%   purity   neon   gas   to   flow   into   the  

conical   system,   regulated   at   a   pressure   of   1.5   atm.    The   conical   opening   is   cooled   to   8   K  

allowing   the   neon   gas   to   freeze   onto   the   surface,   creating   a   neon   layer   on   the   surface.  

The   neon   is   injected   into   the   system   for   10   -   15   minutes   at   a   background   pressure   of   10 -4  

torr ,   where   the   residual   gas   is   evacuated   afterwards   through   the   reopening   of   the   chamber  

to   a   series   of   vacuum   and   ion   pumps,   restoring   to   the   background   pressure   of   the   source  

vacuum   chamber.    This   process   is   referred   to   as    growing   the   moderator ,   which   slows  

(moderates)   emitted   positrons   from   the   source   when   positrons   are   implanted   into   the   neon  

solid.    Positrons   that   are   implanted   into   the   solid   neon   quickly   slow   down   to   a   few   eV   of  

kinetic   energy   due   to   ionization   in   the   Ne   atoms.   When   the   positrons   have   only   a   few   eV  

of   kinetic   energy   they   are   principally   lowering   their   kinetic   energy   due   to   the   generation  

of   phonons   in   the   neon   lattice,.    The   efficiency   of   the   moderator   varies   by   the   type   of   gas  

used   to   grow   the   moderator   and   the   geometry   of   the   moderator.     For   a   neon   moderator,  

about   0.5%   of   the   positrons   emitted   from   the   source   are   moderated.  
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Figure   4.2:   The   log-log   positron   energy   spectrum   of   sodium-22,   with   the   vertical   axis  
indicating   relative   frequency.    [Figure   from   Ref   xx]     Positrons   can   be   emitted   up   to   an  

energy   of   0.546   MeV,   characteristic   of   sodium-22,   with   the   remaining   energy   distributed  
to   the   neutrino.    Note   that   after   the   positrons   are   implanted   into   the   neon   moderator,   there  

is   a   substantial   narrowing   of   the   positron   energies,   labeled   as   “after   moderation”   in   the  
plot   above.    The   width   of   the   energy   distribution   depends   on   the   type   of   moderator   used.  

 
The   moderated   “slow”   positrons   from   the   moderator   are   filtered   according   to   their  

speed   using   a   velocity   selector.    Extending   from   the   CMW   1000   block   and   exiting   the  

conical   barrel,   the   velocity   selector   consists   of   a   set   of   saddle   coils   and   a   tungsten   plug  

with   an   off   axis   aperture.    The   saddle   coils   serve   to   guide   moderated   positrons   exiting   the  

walls   of   the   moderator   toward   the   off   axis   aperture,   thereby   preventing   the   positrons   from  

hitting   the   wall   of   the   tungsten   plug   where   they   would   be   annihilated.    These   slow  

positrons   are   filtered   from   unmoderated   positrons   in   their   interaction   with   the   magnetic  

field   from   the   saddle   coils.    Positrons   moving   too   fast   will   be   deflected   less   by   the   saddle  

coils,   missing   the   aperture   and   hitting   the   walls   of   the   tungsten   plug.    Only   the   slow  
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positrons   leaving   the   source   pass   through   the   aperture,   and   these   moderated   positrons   are  

then   guided   to   the   trap   stage.    Under   normal   conditions,   a   count   rate   on   a   NaI(Tl)   detector  

on   the   order   of   10 5    count   per   sec   is   detected   after   the   velocity   selector.    A   schematic   of  

the   entire   source   stage,   including   the   velocity   selector,   can   be   seen   below   in   Figure   4.3.   

 

Figure   4.3:   Cross-section   of   the   source   stage   assembly.    The   yellow   shell   is   the   aluminum  
cylindrical   barrel,   and   the   protrusion   on   the   left   of   the   barrel   is   the   conflat   flange   used   to  
remove   the   source   for   the   purposes   of   replacing.    Above   and   below   the   source   and   the  

moderator   cone   (orange)   highlighted   in   X,   are   the   Helmholtz   coils   used   to   guide   positrons  
from   the   source   towards   the   moderator   cone.     The   cold   head   stages   are   used   to   cool   neon  
gas   that   accumulates   in   the   cone   for   positron   moderation.    The   right   side   of   the   barrel   is  
the   velocity   selector   used   to   filter   the   moderated   positrons   from   unmoderated   ones   using  

the   saddle   (or   guiding)   coils.    These   positrons,   as   well   as   gamma   rays   from   the   source  
will   simply   hit   the   tungsten   plug   wall.    The   elkonite   shielding   has   been   replaced   with  

CMW1000   in   this   experiment.  
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4.2 Trap   Stage  

Moderated   positrons   leaving   the   velocity   selector   are   guided   by   solenoids   to   the  

trap   stage.    Following   the   design   of   the   Penning-Malmberg   trap   that   was   modified   by  

Cliff   Surko   in   1989   for   the   purpose   of   trapping   positrons,   the   trap   stage   is   a   buffer   gas  

trap   that   serves   to   confine   positrons   magnetically,   effectively   forming   a   positron   plasma  

[15].    The   trap   stage   works   by   passing   positrons   through   a   series   of   buffer   gases,   and  

through   the   process   of   inelastic   scattering   transfers   energy   to   the   buffer   gases   and  

confines   the   positions   in   potential   wells   generated   inside   of   the   trap.    Prior   to   entering   the  

trap,   positrons   encounter   a   potential   on   the   first   inlet   electrode   that   is   set   at   a   potential   to  

maximize   the   number   of   positrons   entering   the   trap   while   minimizing   losses   due   to   the  

backscatter   of   the   first   buffer   gas   present   in   the   first   stage.    Optimizing   this   determines  

the   potential   of   the   inlet   electrode.  

The   potential   wells   are   generated   by   a   series   of   annular   electrodes   that   are  

designed   to   both   store   positrons   and   regulate   the   energy   of   incoming   positrons.    The  

configuration   of   the   electrodes   are   shown   in   Figure   4.4.    The   trap   is   divided   into   three  

stages   with   electrodes   in   each   stage   of   varying   diameters   and   lengths,   maintained   at   a  

base   pressure   of torr   using   a   turbo   pump. 01 9−  
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Figure   4.4:   The   electrode   configuration   of   the   trap   stage.    Stage   1   and   2   consist   of   two  
electrodes   along   a   conduit   in   the   left   and   middle   of   the   diagram.    Stage   3   is   made   up   of  

several   annular   electrodes   where   positron   confinement   takes   place   through   the   creation   of  
a   parabolic   potential.  

 
Much   like   the   original   trap   from   Surko,   nitrogen   (N 2 )   gas   is   applied   to   the   inlet   of   stages   I  

and   II,   and   sulfur   hexafluoride   (SF 6 )   is   applied   to   the   inlet   of   stage   III.    The   valves   are  

manually   adjusted   at   a   flow   rate   that   keeps   the   partial   pressure   constant   at   each   of   the  

respective   stages.     Stage   I   is   an   8   mm   inner   diameter,   37   cm   long   copper   pipe,   set   to   a  

potential   9   eV   below   the   potential   of   the   inlet   electrode,   that   slows   the   energy   of   the  

positrons   arriving   from   the   velocity   selector   through   collisions   with   N 2    gas   molecules   at   a  

partial   pressure   of   1   millitorr.    Positrons   entering   this   stage   will   inelastically   scatter   with  

N 2 ,   exciting   its   electronic   excitation   mode   and   resulting   in   a   loss   of   8.8   eV   of   energy Πa1  

for   the   positron.    This   loss   of   energy   prevents   the   positrons   from   escaping   the   potential  

wall   from   the   inlet   electrode,   trapping   the   positrons   in   stage   I.   

Stage   II   is   a   16   mm   inner   diameter,   28   cm   long   path   that   serves   to   further   trap  

positrons   in   a   9   eV   lower   potential   in   the   presence   of   N 2    gas   with   a   factor   of   10   lower  

pressure   than   in   stage   I.    Keeping   the   positrons   too   long   in   stage   I   results   in   losses   due   to  

positronium   formations   from   ionizing   N 2    molecules,   and   this   lower   pressure   reduces   the  

probability   of   losses   due   to   this   mechanism.    Unlike   in   stage   I,   lack   of   a   collision   with   N 2  
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molecules   does   not   result   in   a   loss   of   the   positron   that   is   now   confined   by   the   inlet  

potential.    The   positron   however,   still   has   a   probability   of   annihilating   with   an   electron  

present   in   the   buffer   gas.   

Stage   III   is   the   final   trapping   stage   for   the   positrons,   using   4   electrodes   insulated  

from   one   another   to   create   a   parabolic   well   for   trapped   positrons.    The   last   electrode   in  

stage   3   generates   a   high   potential   preventing   the   positrons   from   leaving   the   trap,   referred  

to   as   the   wall   electrode.    An   inlet   allows   for   the   leakage   of   SF 6    into   the   electrodes   and  

diffuses   at   a   partial   pressure   of torr.    Unlike   N 2    which   makes   use   of   a   single 01 5−  

electronic   transition   to   trap   positrons,   there   are   several   vibrational   modes   that   can   be  

excited   in   SF 6    by   the   positrons   incoming   from   stage   2   due   to   the   greater   number   of   bonds  

in   the   molecule.    Excitation   modes   range   from   approximately   40   to   120   meV   [84],   and  

serve   to   thermalize   incoming   positrons,   confining   them   to   a   parabolic   well.    During   their  

elastic   collisions   with   the   gas,   positrons   will   have   their   momentum   modified   randomly,  

transferring   some   of   their   momentum   perpendicular   to   the   axis   of   the   trap   stage,   resulting  

in   a   more   dispersed   plasma.    The   rotating   wall   serves   to   confine   the   positron   plasma   by  

using   a   uniform   (constant)   magnetic   field   to   transfer   the   angular   momentum   of   the  

positrons   along   the   axis   of   the   trap,   while   using   an   axial   potential   to   confine   the   plasma   to  

a   common   axis.    The   rotation   is   created   by   using   a   segmented   electrode,   the   third  

electrode   right   before   the   gate,   consisting   of   4   segments   each   set   at   a   potential   90°   out   of  

phase   from   one   another.    The   frequency   of   the   rotating   wall   is   resonant   with   the   trapped  

positrons   oscillating   in   the   parabolic   well   in   this   stage,   at   5.3   MHz.    The   positrons   in   the  
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well   remain   for   about   500   ms,   allowing   the   trap   to   collect   on   the   order   of positrons. 01 5  

The   positrons   are   then   released   out   of   the   trap   by   grounding   the   wall   electrode.  

 

Figure   4.5:   Aerial   view   of   the   trap   stage   (a),   showing   the   steel   frame   holding   the  
assembly   and   the   gas   lines   leading   to   stage   1   and   3   inlets.    Positrons   first   will   collide   with  

N 2    gas   (emitted   from   (b))   in   stages   1   and   2,   and   collide   with   SF 6    (emitted   from   (c))   in  
stage   3.    To   the   bottom   of   the   image   underneath   the   frame   (grey   cylinder)   is   a   pump   used  

to   maintain   the   pressure   inside   the   trap.  
 

4.3 Positron   Transport  

Moving   positron   pulses   from   the   source   to   the   trap   and   from   trap   to   the  

accumulator   requires   a   reliable   system   for   transporting   pulses.    While   electromagnetic  

guiding   using   a   series   of   solenoids   is   the   general   practice   for   charged   particle   transport,  

several   concerns   must   be   addressed.    The   primary   elements   of   positron   transportation,   as  
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well   as   some   of   the   issues   that   are   addressed   in   the   designs   of   the   positron   beam-line   and  

the   magnetic   switchyard   are   discussed   in   detail   below.  

 

4.3.1 Positron   Beam-Line  

Succeeding   the   magnetic   switchyard   is   the   positron   beam-line,   a   structure   that  

serves   the   purpose   of   guiding   positrons   from   the   switchyard   to   the   accumulator   while  

maintaining   a   narrow   cross   section   for   the   positron   pulse.    This   12   meter   long   beamline  

consists   of   four   90   degree   bends   that   guide   the   pulses   upward   and   prior   to   the  

accumulator,   downward   to   the   entrance   of   the   accumulator   [51].    For   safety   reasons  

related   to   clearance   in   case   of   emergencies,   the   beam-line   must   rise   up   sufficiently   to  

allow   for   foot   and   head   traffic.    The   entire   assembly   consists   of   a   series   of   2.75”  

commercially   available   conflat   vacuum   flanges   welded   to   1.5   inch   O.D.   1/16”   wall   304  

S.S.   pipes   along   the   straight   length   of   the   beam-line.    Each   of   these   flanged   pipes   (called  

“nipples”)   is   wrapped   using   solid   core   rectangular   (0.0625”   x   0.125”)   copper   wire,  

wrapped   twice   around   the   shaft   of   the   nipple   to   produce   a   long   solenoid   configuration.  

Each   solenoid   is   attached   to   the   others   in   series,   and   timed   to   pulse   at   ~   32   A   when   the  

positron   pulse   arrives   at   the   solenoid,   resulting   in   a   uniform   magnetic   field   of   ~   230   gauss  

along   the   axis   of   the   composite   solenoid   [51].    To   reduce   the   risk   of   fires   due   to   electrical  

failures   and   obviate   the   necessity   of   having   high   power   current   supplies,   the   currents   in  

all   the   solenoids   are   pulsed   at   the   desired   high   current   with   a   time   duration   of   10   ms  

instead   of   powering   them   continuously   to   guide   the   positrons   to   their   destination.    Pulsing  
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also   has   shown   to   significantly   improve   the   efficacy   of   the   positron   transport   along   the  

beam-line   due   to   the   reduction   of   stray   fields   and   reduction   of   the   pulse   diameter   [51].  

Positron   transport   using   the   beam-line   suffers   from   both   time   broadening   and  

non-adiabatic   transport   [51].     Transit   time   broadening   occurs   when   the   positron   pulse  

duration   increases   as   a   function   of   distance   when   an   ensemble   of   positrons   spreads   out  

due   to   a   spread   in   the   kinetic   energies   of   the   positrons   and   when   the   positrons   expand   due  

to   the   mutual   electrostatic   repulsion   of   the   positrons   in   a   bunch.   [52,53].   These  

interactions   coupled   with   their   difference   in   velocities   and   fluctuations   in   the   magnetic  

field   causes   slower   positrons   in   the   ensemble   to   fall   behind   from   the   faster   positrons   in  

the   same   ensemble,   a   difference   that   amplifies   as   the   pulse   distance   from   the   trap  

increases   [54].    Non-adiabatic   transport   is   a   direct   result   of   sudden   fluctuations   in   the  

magnetic   field   resulting   in   changes   to   the   velocities   of   the   positrons   in   the   ensemble.  

These   two   issues   alone   result   in   a   blurred   pulse   with   a   longer   pulse   duration   and   a   wider  

pulse   diameter.    To   fix   this,   a   ¼”   hole   punched   out   of   a   partially   (70%)   transmitting   mesh  

is   included   at   each   junction   of   a   pair   of   2.75”   flanges,   used   to   measure   the   radial   positions  

of   the   positrons   that   deviate   from   the   central   axis   of   the   solenoid.    Prior   to   reaching   the  

mesh,   the   positron   pulse   is   guided   towards   the   center   of   the   mesh   using   a   set   of   steering  

coils   that   guide   the   pulse   horizontally   and   vertically.   A   small   BGO   gamma   ray   detector   at  

each   junction   is   used   to   measure   the   count   rate   at   the   junction   as   a   function   of   the  

currents   in   the   xy   steering   coils.    The   mechanism   of   how   these   crystals   detect   gamma  

radiation   can   be   found   in   Drake’s   paper   [82].    After   a   complete   scan   of   the   xy   currents,  
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the   optimum   currents   are   determined   by   finding   the   minimum   in   the   count   rate   due   to   the  

positrons   annihilating   in   the   mesh.  

A   second   issue   appears   as   an   ensemble   of   positrons   move   electromagnetically,   the  

pulse   duration   will   tend   to   increase   over   distance,   due   to   the   distribution   of   speeds   of   the  

ensemble   of   positrons.    In   simple   terms,   the   difference   in   velocities   causes   slower  

positrons   in   the   ensemble   to   fall   behind   from   the   faster   positrons   in   the   same   ensemble,   a  

difference   that   amplifies   as   the   pulse   distance   from   the   trap   increases.    The   third   issue  

occurs   due   to   local   variations   in   the   magnetic   field.    Positron   pulses   will   encounter  

sudden   changes   in   the   magnetic   field   in   the   gaps   between   solenoids,   causing   the   pulse   to  

lose   focus   and   resulting   in   a   wider   cross   section   for   the   pulse.   

 

Figure   4.6:   Side   view   of   one   segment   of   the   beamline,   which   consists   of   straight   beams  
(shown)   and   90   degree   bends.    The   latter   elements   are   used   to   bend   the   beamline   up   for  

operator   clearance,   allowing   the   beamline   to   stand   7.5   ft   above   the   ground   of   the  
laboratory.   The   brown   ribbed   structure   is   the   coil   that   guides   the   positrons   to   the  

accumulator.    The   black   rectangular   piece   is   one   of   four   sides   of   the   guiding   coil   (a)   used  
to   restore   xy   deviations   of   the   positron   pulse.    The   transmitting   mesh   (b)   is   present   at  

each   conflat   end   of   the   segment   with   a   single   aperture   at   its   center   where   positrons   are  
guided   to   by   the   guiding   coils.    The   aluminum   bar   at   the   bottom   of   the   image   is   the  

support   frame   of   the   beamline   (c)  
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4.3.2 Magnetic   Switchyard  

Positron   pulses   generated   by   the   trap   stage   are   used   for   a   variety   of   experiments   in  

the   laboratory.    Preparation   for   using   the   positron   pulses   for   a   different   experiment   would  

require   the   laboratory   to   reconfigure   the   vacuum   assemblies,   resulting   in   lead   times   that  

can   delay   experiments   for   days   depending   on   the   nature   of   the   experiment.    Located  

approximately   two   feet   away   from   the   trap,   is   the   three   output   magnetic   switchyard   that  

serves   to   quickly   redirect   positron   pulses   to   different   experiments   and   drastically   reduce  

lead   times.    A   bird’s   eye   view   of   the   magnetic   switchyard   can   be   seen   in   figure   4.7.    The  

three   outlets   of   the   switchyard   are   coplanar,   where   two   of   the   distal   outlets   are   separated  

45°   relative   to   the   central   outlet.    The   central   outlet   itself   is   180°   from   the   inlet   that  

receives   positron   pulses   from   the   trap   stage.    The   distance   from   the   trap   to   the   magnetic  

switchyard   was   chosen   for   its   reduced   residual   field   of   25   gauss   and   for   the   inclusion   of   a  

pumping   restriction   that   reduces   the   pressure   from   the   trap   chamber   by   a   factor   of   about  

100   [51].    Three   rectangular   solenoids   are   placed   at   the   center   of   the   switchyard,   tilted   at  

an   angle   between   the   inlet   and   one   of   the   outlets.    When   positron   pulses   are   guided   from  

the   inlet,   the   solenoid   receives   a   pulsed   current   to   send   the   pulse   to   the   corresponding  

outlet.   In   recent   experiments   it   has   been   possible   to   eliminate   the   three   coils   by   using  

more   careful   steering   of   the   positron   beam   both   before   and   after   the   switchyard.  
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Figure   4.7:   The   3D   drawing   of   the   three   output   magnetic   switchyard.    The   trap   is   located  
before   the   inlet   on   the   left   hand   side   of   the   assembly,   and   positron   pulses   travel   from   left  
to   right.    Each   of   the   three   outputs   lead   to   separate   experiments,   whereby   the   positrons  

can   be   guided   to   the   accumulator   through   the   leftmost   outlet.    The   white   brackets  
surrounding   the   central   chamber   are   the   rectangular   magnets,   which   are   no   longer   in   use.  

 

4.4 Accumulator   Stage  

Positrons   that   leave   the   trap   are   guided   to   the   Accumulator   Stage,   where   positron  

pulses   are   then   collected   and   stored   to   be   released   as   one   grand   ensemble   of   positrons.  

The   setup   of   the   accumulator   has   much   in   common   with   the   trap   stage,   but   is   optimized  

for   accumulating   positrons   for   longer   periods   of   time.    A   series   of   30   electrodes   divided  

into   five   regions   inside   the   accumulator   controls   the   potential   configuration   inside   that  

keeps   positrons   confined   magnetically,   contrasting   with   Cassidy’s   12   electrode  
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configuration   with   4   regions   [27].    This   increase   in   number   of   electrodes   allows   for  

greater   flexibility   in   the   potential   configuration   if   changes   need   to   be   made   later.    The  

first   region   is   the   inlet,   consisting   of   one   cylindrical   electrode   that   opens   or   closes   to  

allow   positron   pulses   to   enter   the   accumulator.    The   second   region   is   the   stage,   controlled  

by   a   single   electrode   that   defines   the   maximum   potential   of   the   parabolic   (harmonic)   well  

in   stage   3.    The   third   region   is   a   set   of   15   lamina-shaped   electrodes   that   are   tuned   to  

generate   the   harmonic   well   where   positron   pulses   are   stored   and   cooled,   confining   them  

to   a   plasma.    The   release   of   the   new   positron   plasma   is   controlled   by   the   last   stage  

referred   to   as   the   gate.    A   combination   of   actions   between   stage   3   and   the   gate   results   in  

release   and   compression   of   the   positron   plasma   [27].    Subsequent   positron   pulses   are  

accumulated   and   cooled   for   15   minutes   before   being   released   to   the   next   stage.    The  

diagram   of   the   potential   of   the   electrodes   for   collecting   positrons   is   provided   in   figure  

4.16.   

Initially   arriving   from   the   trap,   a   100   -   200   ns   wide   positron   pulse   arrives   at   the  

inlet   of   the   accumulator,   where   the   inlet   potential   is   dropped   to   about   0.5   V   below   the  

average   energy   of   the   positrons   in   the   pulse.    This   0.5   V   allows   for   positrons   with   an  

energy   of   about   one   standard   deviation   below   the   average   energy   to   pass   through   the  

inlet.    This   voltage   can   vary   depending   on   the   status   of   the   trap,   but   is   generally  

optimized.    Closing   this   potential   gap   causes   positrons   with   energies   lower   than   the  

potential   to   get   reflected   back,   and   widening   the   gap   results   in   a   greater   likelihood   of  

trapped   positrons   already   in   the   accumulator   to   escape   the   accumulator   through   reflection  
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with   the   gate   wall.    The   inlet   potential   must   remain   open   to   accept   as   many   positrons  

from   the   pulse   as   possible.    However,   leaving   the   inlet   open   for   too   long   increases   the  

likelihood   of   positrons   at   the   beginning   of   the   pulse   time   to   reflect   off   the   opposing   gate  

wall,   and   exit   the   inlet   and   the   accumulator.    Just   like   in   the   case   of   the   open   inlet  

potential,   the   closing   time   is   optimized   to   trap   the   maximum   number   of   positrons   in   the  

accumulator.    Closing   too   soon   results   in   positrons   at   the   end   of   the   pulse   being   reflected  

off   the   inlet   and   lost,   too   late   and   positrons   at   the   beginning   of   the   pulse   escape   the  

accumulator   through   reflection   off   the   gate   potential.  

The   gas   trapping   mechanism   in   stage   three   of   the   trap   is   CF 4 ,   used   to   cool  

positrons   into   a   parabolic   well   inside   the   accumulator.    This   parabolic   potential   in   stage   3  

is   generated   by   a   set   of   15   electrodes,   each   set   to   a   potential   that   over   the   span   of   all   the  

electrodes   approximates   a   parabolic   well.     The   same   vibrational   excitations   in   SF 6    also  

serve   to   contain   positrons   into   a   parabolic   well   though   inelastic   scattering.    The   main  

difference   between   the   trap   and   the   accumulator   is   the   pressure   of   the   gas:   a   pressure   of  

torr   is   maintained   in   the   accumulator,   compared   to torr   in   stage   3   of   the 05 × 1 8− 01 5−  

trap.    The   pressure   is   chosen   to   decrease   the   cooling   time   of   the   positrons   while   keeping   a  

high   annihilation   lifetime.    In   the   case   of   the   accumulator,   this   partial   pressure   gives   a  

positron   cooling   lifetime   of   0.36   s   and   an   annihilation   lifetime   of   2190   s   [27],   well  

beyond   the   accumulation   period   of   15   minutes.    The   gas   is   leaked   using   a  

piezo-controlled   valve   that   maintains   this   pressure,   with   losses   due   to   the   cryopumps  
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which   keep   the   base   pressure   of   the   chamber   at torr   [27].    Positrons   cooled   by   the 01 10−  

gas   are   then   confined   into   harmonic   potential   in   stage   3.  

Positron   pulses   arrive   from   the   trap   at   a   frequency   of   2   Hz,   and   are   cooled   in   the  

same   method   as   all   other   pulses.    As   the   accumulator   receives   more   positrons,   the   plasma  

increases   in   density   resulting   in   greater   repulsive   forces   within   the   plasma.    To   counteract  

the   plasma   repulsion,   the   depth   of   the   harmonic   potential   in   stage   3   is   lowered   with   every  

positron   pulse   received   by   the   accumulator.    Collisions   in   this   stage   with   CF 4    will   cause  

individual   positrons   in   the   plasma   to   transfer   some   of   their   energy   in   the   transverse  

direction   relative   to   the   axis   of   the   accumulator,   which   if   left   unregulated   would   result   in  

a   loss   mechanism   in   the   accumulator.    This   is   counteracted   with   the   rotating   wall   in   stage  

3   much   like   the   same   configuration   in   the   trap   stage.    Rotation   of   the   potential   is   done  

with   a   segmented   electrode   at   the   center   of   stage   3,   the   eighth   middle   electrode.  

Positrons   in   the   plasma   have   their   radius   of   rotation   reduced,   effectively   transferring   their  

energy   back   in   the   direction   parallel   to   the   accumulator   axis.    This   mechanism   results   in  

the   heating   of   the   plasma,   and   is   subsequently   cooled   down   with   additional   collisions  

with   the   gas.    The   cycle   then   repeats,   each   time   reducing   the   overall   energy   of   the   plasma.  

Once   the   accumulator   has   collected   positron   pulses   for   15   minutes,   the   plasma   is  

then   sent   to   the   next   stage   of   the   experiment.    In   order   to   release   the   plasma,   the   gate  

potential   is   grounded.    In   addition   to   the   grounding   of   the   gate,   the   parabolic   well   in   stage  

3   is   simultaneously   changed   to   a   decreasing   ramp   potential.    This   potential   serves   to  

accelerate   the   positrons   towards   the   entrance   of   the   accumulator   faster   than   those   at   the  
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accumulator   exit.    This   mechanism   bunches   the   positrons   into   a   shorter   pulse,   forcing   the  

plasma   to   focus   as   it   leaves   the   accumulator.  

 

Figure   4.8:   Cross   section   of   the   accumulator,   showing   the   wall   electrode   (copper)   and  
inner   assembly.     While   the   function   and   potential   configuration   of   the   trap   and   the  

accumulator   are   similar,   they   have   some   notable   differences.   The   accumulator   contains   a  
series   of   30   electrodes   (d)   for   better   fine   tuning   and   control   at   each   of   the   three   stages.  

The   copper   electrode   (c)   provides   electrostatic   field-free   region   for   incoming   positrons   to  
prevent   electrostatic   deflections.    CF 4    is   used   to   collide   with   the   positrons   to   trap   them   in  

the   harmonic   well   in   stage   3   (right   15   electrodes).    The   pressure   of   the   CF 4    allows   the  
positrons   to   cool   (i.e.   become   trapped   in   the   well)   in   under   half   a   second.    The   gas   is  

leaked   in   and   removed   using   a   vacuum   pump   (not   visible,   located   below   (a))    As   positron  
pulses   are   collected   in   the   potential   well   generated   by   the   electrodes,   the   entire   well   is  

lowered   over   time   as   more   positrons   arrive.    This   process   continues   for   15   minutes   before  
the   entire   ensemble   of   positrons   is   released   to   the   accelerator.    Correction   coils   (b)   are  
installed   in   order   to   correct   for   Earth’s   magnetic   field   and   stray   fields   to   keep   positron  

motion   along   a   common   axis.  
 

4.5 Pulsed   Buncher   Accelerator   System  

Once   the   plasma   from   the   accumulator   is   released,   the   resulting   pulse   has   a   width  

between   10   -   30   ns   long.    Generating   three-body   systems   such   as   Ps +    requires   a   higher  

density   pulse   of   positrons   in   order   to   increase   the   probability   of   an   additional   positron   to  
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enter   the   bound   state   of   a   recently   created   positronium   atom.    The   buncher   accelerator  

succeeding   the   accumulator   serves   the   purpose   of   compressing   the   positron   pulse   by   an  

additional   factor   of   10,   down   to   approximately   1   ns.    The   buncher   accelerator   system  

consists   of   three   regions:   the   main   buncher   accelerator,   the   valve   and   bellows   system,   and  

the   electrostatic   optics.    A   schematic   of   the   bucher   accelerator   as   well   as   its   individual  

segments   can   be   shown   in   figure   4.9   below.  

 

Figure   4.9:   A   labeled   external   side-view   of   the   entire   pulsed   buncher   accelerator   system.  
The   system   displayed   above   is   designed   for   a   separate   but   related   measurement   of   the  

1S-2S   transition   of   positronium.    The   bellows,   valve,   and   electrostatic   apparatus   are   not  
used   in   this   experiment,   despite   the   buncher-accelerator   being   used   for   the   same   purpose  
as   the   1S-2S   experiment.    Note   that   the   positron   pulse   exiting   the   trap   stage   arrives   from  

the   left   side   of   the   diagram,   and   the   result   is   a   ~1   ns   positron   pulse   accelerated   to   ~   5   keV.  
This   is   conducted   by   the   electrode   assembly   inside   the   buncher-accelerator   accelerating  

trailing   positrons   in   the   pulse   greater   than   the   leading   positrons.  
 

The   buncher   accelerator   internally   consists   of   42   annulus   copper   electrodes,   each  

having   three   threaded   holes   120°   from   one   another   relative   to   the   central   shaft   of   the  

electrode   where   the   positron   pulse   traverses.    Three   threaded   polyetheretherketone  

(PEEK)   plastic   rods   support   the   electrode   assembly   where   they   pass   through   one   of   the  

three   threaded   holes   of   the   electrodes.    Each   electrode   is   spaced   apart   by   alumina   spacers  
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in   between   each   electrode   serving   to   both   support   and   electrically   isolate   each   electrode  

from   one   another   [29].    The   bunching   section   of   the   buncher   accelerator   uses   16  

electrodes   with   a   triangular   cross   section,   with   resistive   wire   attached   across   each  

electrode   for   generation   of   a   smoother   magnetic   field   between   the   gaps   of   the   electrode  

assembly.    The   accelerator   region   makes   use   of   25   electrodes   with   a   circular   cross  

section,   designed   to   generate   a   linear   downward   ramp   potential   to   accelerate   the   newly  

bunched   positrons   with   5   keV   of   energy.    In   order   to   avoid   sudden   discontinuities   in   the  

potentials   between   each   electrode,   a   vacuum   compatible   resistor   connects   the   electrodes  

in   series   between   the   electrode,   totaling   100   Ω   of   resistance   across   all   of   the   electrodes  

[29].    A   single   electrode   with   a   ratchet   cross   section   separates   the   bunching   and  

accelerating   regions,   serving   the   purpose   of   creating   a   smooth   potential   transition  

between   the   two   regions.    Figure   4.10   illustrates   each   electrode   and   their   location   in   the  

assembly   below.  
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Figure   4.10:   A   labeled   side-view   of   the   electrode   assembly   inside   the   buncher   accelerator.  
From   the   left,   the   valve   serves   a   manual   shutter   that   closes   when   the   assembly   needs   to  

be   taken   apart   and   opened   to   ambient   pressure.    (a)   The   bunching   section   consists   of   this  
electrode,   where   the   positron   pulse   widths   are   compressed.    (b)   The   ratchet   electrode  

transitions   between   the   two   regions   to   prevent   sudden   potential   changes.    (c)   The  
ring-shaped   electrodes   make   up   the   accelerator,   a   ramp   potential   is   generated   that  

accelerates   the   pulse   to   5   keV.    The   entire   buncher   is   shielded   using   mu-metal.   [29]  
 

4.6 Remoderator  

Positrons   leaving   the   accelerator   leave   with   5   keV   of   energy   and   need   to   be  

slowed   down   to   increase   the   brightness   of   the   positron   beam   [36]   so   that   it   may   be  

focused   to   a   small   diameter   spot   on   a   target   to   obtain   the   high   density   of   positrons   needed  

to   produce   Ps +    ions.    The   positrons   are   first   focused   using   an   electrostatic   lens,   whereby  

they   are   focused   to   a   smaller   spot   size   prior   to   implantation.    In   this   experiment,   the  

electrostatic   lens   used   focuses   the   positrons   down   to   an   area   that   is   reduced   by   a   factor   of  

100.    Past   experiments   have   shown   that   when   a   collimated   beam   of   positrons   are  

implanted   into   a   thin   nickel   foil,   they   will   resurface   with   a   much   lower   energy   of   about   1  
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eV    [56,   57].    Since   the   positrons   leave   with   a   thermal   energy   distribution,   control   of   the  

energy   distribution   can   be   done   by   cooling   the   target.    To   re-moderate   the   positron  

plasma,   a   150   nm   thick   single   crystal   nickel   target   placed   after   the   accelerator.    This  

thickness   is   optimized   to   stop   5   keV   incoming   positrons   in   the   center   of   the   foil.  

Positrons   implanted   in   the   target   lose   their   energy   due   to   a   series   of   interactions   with  

electrons   in   the   bulk   of   the   Ni   target,   transferring   their   energies   to   electrons   with   each  

scattering   event   inside   the   nickel   lattice,   and   eventually   losing   their   energies   through  

phonon   scattering.    Interactions   on   average   take   place   every   10   nm   of   travel   for   the  

positron,   more   commonly   referred   to   as   the   mean   free   path.    To   reduce   the   energy   spread,  

the   nickel   target   is   cooled   down   to   about   100   K.    Once   the   process   is   completed,   the  

moderated   positron   pulse   is   accelerated   again   to   a   second   remoderator,   repeating   the  

process   again   and   providing   improved   brightness   enhancement.    The   process   of  

brightness   enhancement   is   discussed   in   detail   in   Oshima’s   paper   [43].    A   side   view   of   the  

remoderator   assembly   can   be   found   in   figure   4.11   below.    This   assembly   is   placed   inside  

a   UHV   chamber   using   windows   to   allow   for   photoexcitation   of   produced   Ps +    just   after  

the   second   remoderator,   explained   in   detail   in   the   next   section.   
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Figure   4.11:   A   labeled   side-view   of   the   dual   remoderator   assembly,   containing   the  
electrostatic   lenses   and   the   5   keV   accelerators.    The   cooled   moderators   ensure   a   low  

energy   distribution   of   the   positrons   despite   the   focusing   taking   place.    While   each   process  
focuses   the   beam   down   to   an   area   a   factor   of   100   smaller,   it   should   be   noted   that   only  

about   15%   of   the   positrons   are   moderated   in   each   step.   Positrons   travel   from   left   to   right  
in   this   diagram.    Special   thanks   to   Dr.   Rod   Greaves   and   Gabriel   Cecchini   for   the   design  

and   build   of   the   remoderator.  
 

4.7 Optical   Excitation  

Detecting   Ps +    after   the   remoderator   will   require   an   optical   excitation   in   order   for  

the   resonance   to   take   place.    The   resonance   wavelength   for   Ps +    is   calculated   to   be  

229.1351   nm,   matching   the   value   for   its   negatively   charged   sibling   Ps -    [1].    Charge  

conjugation   symmetry   of   the   electron   to   the   positron   allows   for   the   statement   that   Ps -    and  

Ps +    are   the   exact   same   three-body   system   with   the   exception   of   the   charge.   To   generate  

this   resonance   in   Ps + ,   an   excitation   system   consisting   of   a   dye   laser   and   its   pump   source  

is   needed.    For   this   experiment,   a   Surelite   SLIII-10   Nd:YAG   pump   laser   is   used   to  

generate   the   pump   pulse.    The   Nd:YAG   generates   a   1064   nm,   6   ns   FWHM   pulse,   then  
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frequency   doubled   and   tripled   using   a   second   and   third   harmonic   generating   crystal  

respectively,   resulting   in   a   355   nm   pulse   with   residual   532   and   1064   nm.    Prisms   and  

dichroic   mirrors   are   configured   to   filter   out   residual   light   from   the   pulse.    Images   of   the  

laser   can   be   found   in   figure   4.12,   outlining   the   key   elements   of   the   pump   laser.  

The   pulse   is   then   redirected   to   the   Quanta   Ray   TSC-1   Pulsed   dye   laser,   used   to  

circulate   laser   dye   for   its   fluorescence   with   the   pump   pulse.    For   the   purposes   of   this  

experiment,   LD466   is   used   and   mixed   with   methanol   as   the   solvent.    The   dye   laser   makes  

use   of   an   oscillator   and   pre-amplifier   at   a   concentration   of   and .3 0  M8 × 1 4−  

respectively,   as   specified   by   the   dye   manufacturer   [28].    Through   the .4 0  M3 × 1 4−  

process   of   dye   excitation   and   population   inversion,   the   355   nm   light   is   converted   to   459  

nm   light,   tuned   using   a   rotatable   grating   inside   the   dye   laser   to   select   the   appropriate  

wavelength   for   the   oscillator.    The   output   pulse   of   the   dye   laser   is   the   frequency   doubled  

using   an   additional   second   harmonic   generating   crystal,   attached   to   a   closed   loop   motor.  

This   provides   a   maximum   efficiency   between   20-25%   conversion.    The   resulting   optical  

pulse   is   a   229   nm   12   ns   FWHM,   its   wavelength   measured   using   a   Bristol   621   wavemeter  

and   pulse   width   measured   using   any   photodiode   sensitive   to   hard   UV,   connected   to   an  

oscilloscope.    Timing   of   the   laser   pulse   is   controlled   through   a   Stanford   delay   generator,  

which   also   controls   the   firing   of   the   Surelite   laser   and   the   release   of   the   positrons   from  

the   accumulator   down   to   the   picosecond   range.    Timing   is   then   optimized   for   the  

detection   of   the   Ps +    signal,   discussed   in   the   next   section.    The   optical   pulse   is   then   guided  
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to   a   conduit   that   will   transport   the   pulse   to   the   accelerator   just   after   the   re-moderator,  

where   newly   made   Ps +    ions   have   been   created   and   accelerated   to.  

 

Figure   4.12:   The   pump   laser   for   this   experiment   is   the   Surelite   SLIII-10,   seen   here   with  
the   lid   removed.    The   laser   uses   a   Nd:YAG   crystal   as   the   medium,   generating   1064   nm,   4  

-   6   ns   wide.    (a)   The   left   element   with   a   red   and   white   wire   attached   to   it   is   the   pockel  
cell,   used   to   Q-switch   the   laser.    (b)   The   central   cylindrical   element   is   the   pump   chamber.  

On   the   far   right   are   two   attached   cylindrical   assemblies   containing   a   second   harmonic  
generating   crystal   (c)   and   third   harmonic   (d)   for   generation   of   532   and   355   nm   light.  

While   both   pulses   are   used   in   the   1S-2S   experiments,   only   the   355   nm   light   is   used   for  
the   Feshbach   resonance   experiment   for   generation   of   229   nm   light.  

 

4.8 Light   Pipe  

Laser   pulses   from   the   PDL-1   must   then   be   guided   to   the   re-moderator,   where   the  

photoexcitation   of   Ps +    takes   place.    Due   to   the   distance   between   the   laser   and   the  

re-moderator,   laser   pulses   must   be   safely   guided   through   a   conduit   that   presents   no  

hazards   to   operators   of   the   experiment.    229   nm   light,   the   wavelength   of   light   required   to  

measure   the   Feshbach   resonance   of   Ps + ,   falls   in   the   hard   UV   range   that   presents   special  

hazards,   particularly   ionization   and   burn   hazards   and   needs   an   inflammable   light-tight  
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system   for   safety.    A   side   view   of   the   entire   light   pipe   assembly   is   shown   in   figure   4.13,  

and   additional   images   from   different   perspectives   can   be   found   in   Appendix   C.  

 

Figure   4.13:   Bird’s   eye   view   of   the   entire   light   pipe   consisting   of   three   parts:   the   (a)   exit  
light   pipe,   (b)   light   conduit,   and   (c)   the   entrance   light   pipe.    The   exit   pipe   is   bolted   to   the  
floor,   and   serves   to   raise   the   light   pulse   92   inches   from   the   ground,   for   operator   clearance  
and   safety.    The   conduit   is   a   1.5”   aluminum   tube   bolted   using   unistrut   frames   attached   to  

the   ceiling.    The   30”   wide   frame   prevents   significant   swaying   of   the   conduit   as   it   is  
completely   detached   from   the   entrance   and   exit   light   pipes.    Fireproof   foam   covers   the  

extremities   of   each   pipe   connecting   to   one   another,   to   prevent   any   unexpected   light  
pulses   from   exiting   the   pipe   and   to   suppress   vibrations   due   to   swaying   of   the   conduit.  
The   entrance   light   pipe   covers   the   area   from   the   end   of   the   conduit   to   the   accumulator  
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frame   where   the   light   will   then   be   guided   to   the   chamber   using   two   mirrors.  
 

The   light   pipe   assembly   is   designed   with   safety   and   vibrational   stability   in   mind.  

Due   to   the   sensitivity   of   nearby   equipment   and   experiments   to   resonances   below   100   Hz  

particularly   for   the   1S-2S   experiment,   propagation   of   mechanical   and   acoustic   vibrations  

is   a   major   concern   that   needs   to   be   accounted   for   in   the   design   of   all   nearby   structures.  

The   structure   uses   two   five   inch   aluminum   square   tubing   on   both   ends   of   the   light   pipe   to  

accommodate   the   mirrors   on   each   end,   each   referred   to   as   the   end   supports.    Two   Eksma  

coated   mirrors   rated   for   <   99%   reflectivity   in   the   230   to   251   nm   wavelength   are   placed   on  

kinematic   mounts   on   each   end   support,   each   lifted   from   the   inner   walls   of   the   tube   by   a   1  

inch   diameter   stainless   steel   pedestal   bolted   onto   the   inner   wall   of   the   end   support.    The  

entrance   light   pipe   closest   to   the   laser   uses   these   two   mirrors   to   lift   the   laser   pulse  

approximately   2.3   meters   above   the   ground,   chosen   to   prevent   accidental   exposure   to   lab  

operators   from   stray   beams   and   for   operator   clearance.    The   of   exit   light   pipe   is   bolted   to  

the   floor   to   reduce   vibrations   between   the   mirrors   on   both   ends   of   the   pipe   in   a   manner  

that   would   compromise   the   laser   alignment   to   the   re-moderator.The   entrance   light   pipe  

closest   to   the   experiment   serves   to   safely   guide   the   light   to   the   main   chamber   where   the  

experiment   takes   place,   and   to   lower   the   beam   to   the   last   two   mirrors   where   the   beam   is  

then   adjusted   to   the   correct   angle   to   be   perpendicular   to   the   Ps +    axis   of   propagation.    This  

part   of   the   pipe   is   bolted   on   two   ends   through   ½”   aluminum   plates,   each   of   which   is  

attached   to   unistrut   elements   fixed   to   the   northern   wall   of   the   laboratory.    In   between   the  

two   end   structures,   a   1   inch   square   aluminum   conduit   tube   is   used   to   safely   transport   the  
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light   across   the   room   and   serves   as   the   main   transport   line.    The   main   tube   is  

vibrationally   isolated   from   the   two   ends,   supported   by   a   series   of   unistrut   elements   that  

reduces   swaying   of   the   main   tube,   and   bolted   to   the   ceiling.    Each   end   of   the   main   tube  

extends   into   a   cutout   on   the   end   supports,   where   the   surrounding   opening   of   the   cutout   is  

sealed   using   fire-resistant   foam.    The   entrance   pipe   closest   to   the   re-moderator   has   the  

two   mirrors   lead   the   laser   pulse   down   to   the   same   height   as   the   re-moderator.    The   laser  

pulse   is   then   guided   through   an   additional   two   mirrors   that   together   control   the   tilt   and  

path   of   the   laser   pulse   arriving   at   the   re-moderator   through   a   viewport.    These   two  

mirrors   are   differentiated   from   the   light   pipe   mirrors   in   that   they   are   equipped   with  

piezoelectric   actuators   that   fine   tune   the   tilt   of   the   pulse   into   the   chamber.    The   last   two  

mirrors   use   the   same   mount   and   pedestal   assembly   as   the   previous   four   optics   in   the   light  

pipe   that   are   supported   by   an   optical   breadboard   bolted   to   the   same   frame   that   supports  

the   accumulator   and   the   accelerator.    The   laser   pulse   is   then   guided   to   the   inside   of   the  

chamber   via   these   two   optics   where   the   main   experiment   is   taking   place.    The   laser   pulse  

propagates   into   the   main   chamber   through   a   UV   coated   vacuum   compatible   sapphire  

viewport,   designed   for   maximum   transmission   in   the   range   of   229   nm   where   the   pulse   is  

led   to   only   a   few   millimeters   adjacent   to   the   Ps +    accelerator.  

 

4.9 Detection   System  

Implanting   the   positron   pulse   into   the   nickel   transmitting   remoderator   after   being  

focused   by   the   accelerator   results   in   the   formation   of   a   variety   of   polyleptonic   species  
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emanating   from   the   target.    These   species   include   the   formation   of   positronium,   Ps 2 ,   Ps - ,  

and   Ps + ,   which   can   form   from   a   variety   of   different   quantum   mechanical   processes.  

These   newly   formed   species   will   form   on   the   other   side   of   the   remoderator,   which   are  

confined   to   a   surface   bound   state   just   outside   the   remoderator   surface.      From   the   list   of  

positronium   species,   singlet   positronium   is   the   first   atom   to   be   lost   due   to   annihilation  

with   its   short   lifetime   making   up   about   one-quarter   of   all   positronium   atoms   generated  

[72].    Spin-quenching   of   the   remaining   triplet   positronium   atoms   resulting   in   the  

formation   of   Ps 2    serves   as   an   additional   loss   mechanism.    The   process   of   spin   quenching  

occurs   when   two   triplet   positronium   atoms   with   a   total   angular   momentum   of   S   =   0   are   in  

close   encounter   with   one   another.    The   encounter   changes   the   state   of   the   individual  

atoms   from   the   triplet   to   the   singlet   state   for   both   atoms,   resulting   in   a   quick   annihilation  

of   the   newly   formed   singlet   positronium   atoms   [73].    Once   the   free   positrons   and   other  

polyleptonic   species   emanate   from   the   surface   of   the   remoderator,   they   are   then  

accelerated   to   5   keV.     Just   after   acceleration,   these   particles   will   be   hit   with   the   laser  

pulse   at   the   Feshbach   resonance.    When   hit   with   photons   at   resonance,   the   Ps +    ion   enters  

an   excited   state,   and   one   of   two   events   can   then   take   place.    First,   the   excited   Ps +    ion   can  

re-emit   the   photon,   returning   the   ion   back   to   ground   state,   and   is   analogous   to   Ps   being   in  

the   2P   excited   state.    The   two   systems   then   have   the   same   mean   lifetime   of   3.18   ns   [1].  

The   second   process,   and   the   most   likely   event,   is   whereby   the   Ps +    ions   will   rapidly   decay  

via   Auger   de-excitation   to   a   free   positron   and   a   positronium   atom   in   ground   state   with   a  

lifetime   of   24.4   ps   [1].    The   lifetimes   of   these   two   processes   indicate   that   Auger  
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de-excitation   will   take   place   in   99%   of   Ps +    ions   that   are   excited   at   the   Feshbach  

resonance.    The   energy   of   both   positronium   and   the   positron   would   be   evenly   distributed  

among   the   leptons,   resulting   in   a   characteristic   1.7   keV   energy   for   the   free   positron   and  

3.3   keV   energy   positronium   atom   at   its   disassociation.  

 

4.9.1 Ps +    Detection  

The   detection   of   Ps +    ions   will   be   conducted   using   an   anode   backed   micro-channel  

plate   detector   (MCP).     Detection   of   slow   ions   leaving   the   remoderator   is   challenging   due  

to   the   inability   of   ions   to   measurably   interact   with   ordinary   detectors.   The   MCP   resolves  

this   hurdle   by   using   an   array   of   miniature   electron   multipliers,   each   serving   as   an  

amplifier   to   the   incoming   signal.    Ions   hitting   the   wall   of   one   of   the   channels   will   result   in  

the   ejection   of   electrons   from   the   walls,   further   ejecting   more   electrons   in   a   cascade  

fashion   [74].    Each   channel   of   the   MCP   is   connected   in   parallel   using   a   metallic   surface,  

whereby   each   channel   is   isolated   from   one   another   with   a   high   impedance   on   the   order   of  

10 9    ohms.   [74]    For   the   basics   of   how   a   multi   channel   plate   works   please   refer   to   this  

citation   [74].   

The   detector   used   here   is   a   Hammatsu   F1217-21S   dual   stack   micro   channel   plate,  

The   channels   of   the   MCP   used   for   this   experiment   are   in   a   honeycomb   configuration,  

each   channel   with   a   diameter   of   12   microns,   and   spaced   15   microns   apart.    Each   channel  

has   the   ability   to   amplify   the   signal   by   a   factor   of   10 7    [75].    The   accelerator   used   to   send  

positrons   to   the   MCP   ensures   that   only   positively   charged   ions   will   reach   the   detector   as  
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negatively   charged   ions   such   as   Ps -    will   take   on   a   different   trajectory   away   from   the  

detector   due   to   repulsion.    An   image   of   a   similar   MCP   from   the   detector   side   can   be   seen  

in   Figure   4.14   below.  

 

Figure   4.14:   Front   view   of   a   3   inch   MCP.    The   MCP   shown   is   used   for   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1  
experiment   but   the   same   type   of   detector   will   be   used   for   the   Ps +    experiment.    Much   like  
the   MCP   in   this   image,   the   detector   for   the   Feshbach   experiment   is   attached   to   a   flange  
and   the   wires   are   connected   to   vacuum   compatible   BNC   ports   to   read   measurements   of  

the   position.    However,   unlike   in   the   image,   the   detector   will   be   parallel   to   the   flange   and  
will   not   be   installed   at   any   particular   angle   as   shown.    Special   thanks   to   Jeremy   Moxom  

and   Adric   Jones   for   building   and   designing   the   detector   
 

The   distance   between   the   accelerator   and   the   MCP   detector   is   50   centimeters   and  

when   positrons   and   Ps +    are   accelerated   using   a   5   keV   potential   means   positrons   would  

arrive   11.9   ns   after   acceleration,   about   8   ns   earlier   than   the   Ps +    ions   that   would   arrive   20.7  

ns   later.    This   means   Ps +    ions   that   do   not   undergo   photo-excitation   would   go   through  

more   than   40   lifetimes   during   transit   due   to   their   short   lifetime   and   none   are   predicted   to  

reach   the   detector.    In   order   to   provide   a   reliable   method   of   Ps +    detection,   we   make   use   of  
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spatial   resolution.    Setting   up   a   transverse   magnetic   field   using   a   set   of   Helmholtz   coils  

placed   along   the   line   of   trajectory   of   the   particles,   a   spatial   filtering   method   is   possible.  

The   trajectory   of   positronium   atoms   generated   from   photo-excitation   are   not   affected   by  

the   magnetic   field   and   will   hit   the   center   of   the   detector.    Approximately   14%   of   the  

ortho-positronium   generated   from   photo-excitation   will   decay   in   transit,   reducing   the  

strength   of   the   Ps   signal   at   the   center   of   the   detector.     Positrons   traveling   at   1.7   keV   will  

be   deflected   to   a   greater   degree   than   free   positrons   from   the   remoderator,   resulting   in   a  

spot   that   is   more   distant   from   the   Ps   signal   relative   to   the   free   positron   signal.     The   signal  

from   the   free   positrons   will   be   much   greater   than   either   the   Ps   or   the   Ps +    positron   signal.  

To   prevent   saturation   of   the   signal,   a   translating   knife   edge   will   be   installed   into   the  

chamber   about   one   centimeter   displaced   from   the   micro   channel   plate   that   will   block   free  

positrons   from   hitting   the   MCP.    The   presence   of   the   position   sensitive   anode   on   the   back  

of   the   micro   channel   plate   provides   this   increased   spatial   resolution.   

 

Figure   4.15:   Overview   of   the   chamber   where   the   Feshbach   experiment   will   take   place.    Once   Ps +    ions   are  
hit   with   the   laser   pulse   at   the   feshbach   resonance,   99%   of   the   Ps +    will   dissociate   into   ground   state   Ps   and   a  
free   positron,   the   latter   carrying   a   characteristic   energy   of   1.7   keV.    Free   positrons   that   emanate   from   the  

target   will   have   an   energy   of   5   keV   due   to   the   accelerator.    Positrons   produced   by   Ps +    will   be   differentiated  
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from   free   positrons   via   spatial   deflection   on   the   detector   using   a   transverse   magnet.    These   positrons   will   be  
deflected   further   from   the   center   of   the   target   due   to   their   slower   speed.    The   image   above   is   an   illustration,  

and   the   deflection   trajectories   of   the   positrons   on   the   MCP   is   not   to   scale.   
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Chapter   5  

Conclusion  

5.1 Discussion  

The   Feshbach   experiment   is   currently   set   to   begin   early   next   year,   and   while  

experimental   data   is   not   currently   available,   a   number   of   considerations   should   be   taken  

into   account.    Corrections   to   the   Feshbach   resonance   must   be   considered   for   this  

experiment   in   order   to   ensure   that   the   photo-excitation   process   will   take   place.    The  

greatest   shift   to   the   Feshbach   frequency   of   Ps +    will   be   the   first-order   Doppler   shift.    This  

large   correction   is   present   due   to   the   perceived   shift   in   the   frequency   of   the   pulse   relative  

to   the   rest   frame   of   the   Ps +    ion   due   to   laser   misalignment.    This   is   unlike   in   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1  

experiment   where   photo-excitation   takes   place   with   two   counter-propagating   photons,  

and   the   first   order   shift   is   cancelled   out.    While   the   effect   can   be   mitigated   with   careful  

alignment   of   the   mirrors,   the   residual   first   order   correction   should   nonetheless   be   factored  

in.    The   first   order   doppler   shift   can   be   found   using   the   following   equation:  

 

Where     is   the   change   in   the   frequency   of   the   pulse   viewed   from   the   rest   frame  

of   the   Ps +    ions,   relative   to   the   frequency   of   the   pulse   in   the   laboratory   frame   and.    The  

ions   are   accelerated   to   5   keV   would   reach   a   velocity   of:  
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or   .    The   frequency   as   viewed   in   the   laboratory   frame   of   the   Ps +    ion   is   the .0807c
v = 0  

same   as   the   Feshbach   resonance,   which   is   1308.365   THz   [1].    The   angle   of   deviation   𝜃 Ps+  

indicates   how   far   the   laser   beam   direction   deviates   from   being   perpendicular   to   the   axis  

of   Ps +    propagation.    The   minimum   uncertainty   in   the   magnitude   of   this   angle   can   be  

estimated   from   the   uncertainty   in   the   step   size   of   the   piezoelectric   actuators   used   to   adjust  

the   last   mirror.    Using   a   maximum   step   size   of   30   nm   for   the   piezoelectric   actuators   we  

get   an   uncertainty   d𝜃   =   8⨉10 -8    degrees.    This   value   is   many   orders   of   magnitude   lower  

than   the   uncertainty   in   the   direction   of   the   UV   pulse.    Since   the   location   of   the   pulse   will  

be   determined   using   a   screen   behind   the   chamber,   the   uncertainty   in   the   position   of   the  

pulse   on   the   screen   will   be   limited   by   eye   resolution,   on   the   order   of   1   mm.    Given   the  

distance   between   the   screen   and   the   last   mirror   of   about   60   cm,   we   calculate   the  

uncertainty   of   the   angle   𝜃 Ps+    as   ±   0.1°.    The   first   order   Doppler   shift   is   then   calculated   to  

be   184   GHz,   which   is   about   30   times   larger   than   the   6.5   GHz   FWHM   natural   linewidth   of  

the   resonance   and   will   be   by   far   the   largest   correction   that   will   be   needed   to   be   accounted  

for   in   the   Feshbach   experiment.    Since   the   linewidth   of   the   UV   pulse   is   on   the   order   of   10  

GHz,   this   correction   will   require   a   substantial   change   to   the   frequency   of   the   laser   to  

account   for   the   correction.    This   error   can   be   easily   reduced   by   a   factor   of   ten   using   a  

retro-reflecting   mirror   in   the   chamber,   sending   the   pulse   back   through   the   light   pipe  

where   it   is   aligned   using   a   set   of   irises   from   a   distance   to   reduce   the   angle   of   uncertainty  

to   about   0.5   mm/5m   =0.1   mrad   =   0.006°.   
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The   second   order   doppler   shift   will   have   an   extremely   large   effect   on   the  

Feshbach   resonance   frequency   determination,   an   effect   that   cannot   be   avoided   until   Ps +  

can   be   trapped.    The   second   order   doppler   shift   can   be   found   using   the   following  

equation:  

 

Using   the   same   estimates   as   calculated   for   the   first   order   doppler   shift,   a   shift   of   ~   4.26  

THz   is   predicted.   The   ꞵ 2    factor   will   be   known   to   roughly   a   part   in   1000   from   the   known  

acceleration   voltage   that   acted   on   the   Ps+   molecules,   so   the   net   uncertainty   could   be   as  

small   as   a   few   GHz   due   to   this   effect.  

The   second   correction   that   should   be   accounted   for   is   the   shift   in   the   Feshbach  

resonance   due   to   the   Ps +    ions   being   present   in   a   fast   oscillating   electric   field   from   the   UV  

pulse.    The   shift   is   referred   to   as   the   DC   stark   shift,   and   the   general   equation   for   the   shift  

is   the   following:  

 

The   calculation   for   the   AC   stark   shift   for   the   energy   level   𝜙   requires   the   wavefunction  

|𝜙⟩   and   the   energy    E 𝜙 .    Given   these   terms,   it   is   then   summed   for   all   other   energy   levels    m  

with   their   associated   wavefunctions   | m ⟩   and   energies    E m    that   are   allowed   with   a   single  

photon   transition.   The   total   AC   stark   shift   is   then   the   difference   between    E AC   Stark    (Ps +  

ground)    and   the   excited   state    E AC   Stark    (Ps   2 3 P 2 ) .    The   numerator   in   this   equation   depends  
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on   the   intensity   I(r)   of   the   laser   pulse.    The   maximum   intensity   of   a   gaussian   laser   pulse  

can   be   calculated   in   the   following   manner:  

 

Where   E   is   the   total   energy   of   the   pulse   as   measured   by   power   meter,   ⍵ 0    is   the   1/e 2    radius  

of   the   laser   pulse   (also   referred   to   as   the   beam   waist),   and   t   is   the   pulse   duration.    For   the  

UV   pulse,   a   total   energy   of   3   mJ   with   a   duration   of   12   ns,   and   a   beam   waist   of   3.5   mm,  

allows   us   to   calculate   a   laser   intensity   of   I 0    =   1.3⨉10 10    W/m 2 .    The   ℏ𝜔 L    term   is   the   photon  

energy   of   the   laser   pulse.    The    i ℏ𝜀   term   is   the   damping   term   that   goes   in   the   resonant  

denominator   that   normally   is   related   to   the   natural   lifetime   of   the   transition.    Since   none  

of   the   denominators   are   resonant,   the   value   of   this   term   is   negligible.    However,   the  

wavefunction   for   the   Ps +    ground   state   is   the   sum   of   many   different   functions   that   make   it  

difficult   to   conduct   a   quantitative   analysis   of   the   Stark   shift.    Based   on   similar  

calculations   for   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    transition   and   using   the   values   calculated   above,   the   AC  

Stark   shift   for   this   experiment   is   predicted   to   be   on   the   order   of   10   MHz.  

The   presence   of   electrostatic   fields   in   the   experiment   can   be   ruled   out   of   this  

experiment   since   the   chamber   and   the   remoderators   used   are   grounded   for   this   purpose.  

The   DC   stark   shift   will   then   be   negligible   for   this   experiment.     In   contrast   with  

electrostatic   fields,   there   will   be   stray   electromagnetic   fields   present   that   will   need   to   be  

accounted   for.    The   Zeeman   shift   to   the   energy   levels   can   be   calculated   using   the  

following   equation:  
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The   terms   μ B     and   h   are   the   Bohr   magneton   and   Planck’s   constant   respectively.    B ext    is   the  

external   magnetic   field   that   is   responsible   for   the   Zeeman   shift.    The   m l    term   is   the  

magnetic   moment   of   the   lepton   in   the   energy   level   in   question,   and   since   the   P   orbital   is  

the   only   relevant   energy   level   with   a   non-zero   value   for   magnetic   moment,   only   the   P  

energy   levels   are   affected   by   the   shift.    For   the   2P   state,   m l    is   ±   1.    Using   the   provided  

values,   and   using   the   external   magnetic   field   as   Earth’s   magnetic   field   of   50   μT,   results   in  

a   Zeeman   shift   of   700   kHz   if   left   uncorrected.    This   shift   can   be   mitigated   by   using   a   set  

of   fine   tuned   correction   coils   that   can   cancel   the   earth’s   magnetic   field   inside   the  

chamber.    If   such   a   set   of   coils   are   used,   the   uncertainty   in   the   magnetic   field   is   based   on  

the   resolution   of   the   current   in   the   magnetic   coils.    These   coils   are   referred   to   as   the  

correction   coils.    The   external   magnetic   field   due   to   the   Helmholtz   coils   can   be   calculated  

using   the   equation   below:   

 

The   uncertainty   in   the   magnetic   field   due   to   the   correction   coil   is   then   provided   by   the  

equation   above,   with   its   largest   uncertainty   due   to   the   current.    The   coils   are   powered  

with   a   supply   with   an   uncertainty   of   1   mA.    Using   n   =   20   turns   on   the   correction   coils,  

and   a   radius   of   32   cm.    The   external   magnetic   field   then   has   an   uncertainty   on   the   order  

of   10 -7    T   or   1   milligauss.    Using   the   Zeeman   shift   equation,   the   uncertainty   due   to   the  

presence   of   static   magnetic   fields   in   the   Feshbach   frequency   is   ~   1kHz.    It   is   then  
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recommended   that   correction   coils   be   installed   to   reduce   the   Zeeman   shift   for   this  

experiment.  

 

5.2  Challenges   &   Future   Work  

The   main   challenge   of   this   experiment   lies   in   the   efficient   accumulation   of  

positrons   in   the   accumulator.    Low   positron   yields   from   either   the   trap,   or   loss  

mechanisms   due   to   the   beam-lime   can   reduce   the   chances   of   detecting   Ps +    for   this  

experiment.    Sudden   decreases   in   the   positron   annihilation   lifetime   due   to   the  

introduction   of   air   contaminants   to   the   accumulator   can   greatly   affect   Ps +    yields.    Due   to  

the   number   of   components   present   in   this   experiment   and   the   number   of   experiments  

running   in   the   laboratory,   determining   the   cause   of   these   issues   is   a   time   consuming  

process   that   is   often   difficult   to   estimate   the   down   time.    Diagnostics   are   crucial   for   this  

reason,   and   the   development   of   improved   diagnostics   is   needed   for   this   experiment.  

Annihilation   detection   systems   such   as   BGO   scintillators   have   been   added   along   the   path  

of   the   beamline   in   order   to   detect   the   presence   of   positron   losses.   These   detect   If   the  

number   of   counts   per   unit   time   exceeds   the   calibrated   amount   with   a   periodic   signal,   this  

likely   means   that   positrons   are   annihilating   locally.    Diagnostics   or   repairs   on   the   nearby  

parts   under   vacuum   would   then   take   place.  

The   success   of   this   experiment   also   relies   upon   the   proper   implementation   of   all  

parts   related   to   photo-excitation   of   the   Ps +    ion.    While   much   of   the   light   pipe   remains   to  

be   built,   and   various   obstacles   lie   ahead   during   its   construction.    Simulations   have   so   far  
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allowed   us   to   reduce   the   theoretical   resonances   of   the   light   pipe   to   over   50   Hz,   reducing  

the   likelihood   of   vibrations   affecting   other   nearby   experiments.    If   the   new   structure   is  

tested   and   fails   to   remove   vibrations   that   are   potentially   harmful   to   nearby   experiments,   a  

change   in   the   design   of   the   light   pipe   will   be   needed.    If   such   a   problem   were   to   occur,  

some   solutions   would   need   to   be   considered   and   discussed   with   laboratory   personnel   and  

researchers.    These   include   adding   rubber   pads   to   the   base   of   the   light   pipe   that   will  

reduce   oscillations   propagating   to   the   floor,   and   the   addition   of   reinforced   bars   or   plates  

to   suppress   the   resonances   in   question.   

Due   to   the   isolation   of   the   conduit   from   the   light   pipe,   there   is   a   slight   chance   that  

the   light   pipe   could   sway   by   accident   and   prevent   the   229   nm   pulse   from   propating   to   the  

end   of   the   light   pipe.    This   can   not   only   affect   the   usefulness   of   data   taken   during   the  

firing   of   the   laser,   but   is   hazardous   to   nearby   operators   of   the   experiment.    To   counter   this  

possibility,   a   setup   is   proposed   to   resolve   the   issue.    A   simple   diode   laser   and   detector   can  

be   placed   on   opposite   sides   of   the   conduit   in   order   to   detect   the   presence   of   the   beam.  

The   detector   would   be   placed   behind   the   second   mirror   at   the   top   of   the   light   pipe   from  

the   laser   enclosure.    When   detecting   the   presence   of   the   diode   laser,   the   detector   should  

output   a   voltage   of   ~   5   V   to   meet   the   standards   of   a   TTL   signal,   0   V   otherwise.    Lastly,  

the   detector   would   be   connected   to   the   Stanford   delay   generator   which   controls   the  

timing   of   the   pulse,   using   circuit   logic   to   detect   the   presence   of   the   Stanford   pulse   and  

compare   it   to   the   signal   from   the   detector.    The   logic   of   this   simple   circuit   should   be   such  

that   if   the   detector   finds   that   at   any   moment   during   the   experiment   it   does   not   detect   the  
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diode   laser,   the   Surelite   Q-Switch   does   not   receive   a   signal   to   release   the   pulse   from   the  

laser.  

In   addition   to   the   vibration   detection   system   of   the   light   pipe,   proper   reshaping   of  

the   pulse   profile   is   crucial   to   the   success   of   the   experiment.    Since   the   Ps +    ions   encounter  

photo-excitation   after   they   have   been   accelerated,   elongation   along   the   axis   of  

propagation   is   needed   for   the   laser   pulse   to   create   an   oval-shaped   cross   section.    This   will  

ensure   the   maximum   number   of   Ps +    ions   are   excited   by   the   laser   that   will   generate   the  

signal   on   the   MCP.    Generating   this   type   of   pulse   would   require   an   anamorphic   prism   pair  

that   serves   to   transform   the   pulse   to   a   more   elliptical   beam.    To   control   the   size   of   the  

ellipse,   an   additional   telescope   assembly   would   suffice   to   control   the   focus   of   the  

elliptical   pulse   just   after   the   Ps +    accelerator.    While   a   relatively   simple   assembly   for   lab  

optics   standard,   it   plays   a   crucial   role   in   the   effectiveness   of   the   Feshbach  

photo-excitation   process.  
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Appendix   A  

Schematic   of   the   optical   setup   used   for   the   generation   and   transport   of   the   pulse   for   Ps +  
photo-excitation.    This   setup   is   used   for   multiple   experiments   including   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1  
experiment   and   the   Feshbach   resonance.    The   pump   laser   is   the   SLIII-10,   generating  

1064   nm   light   as   well   its   second   and   third   harmonic.    The   920   mJ   combined   pulse   is   split  
into   three   beams   using   a   pellin   broca,   whereby   the   355   nm   pulse   (180   mJ)   is   sent   to   the  

dye   laser   (PDL),   where   it   is   used   to   excite   the   LD466   dye   to   cyan   (458   nm).    Just   outside  
the   PDL,   a   second   harmonic   generating   crystal   frequency   doubles   the   pulse   to   UV   (229  
nm),   which   is   then   directed   to   the   main   chamber   (top   left)   via   the   light   pipe.    The   IR   dye  
laser   and   the   1064   nm   light   from   the   Surelite   is   used   for   the   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    experiment,   where  

the   cyan   and   UV   pulse   is   486   and   243   nm   respectively,   combined   into   a   single   pulse,  
separated   in   time   by   400   ps.    
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Appendix   B  

 

An   isometric   view   of   the   manipulator   arm   attached   to   the   main   1 3 S 1 -2 3 S 1    chamber.    The   rectangular   part  
with   a   black   cylindrical   protrusion   between   the   manipulator   arm   and   the   chamber   is   the   manual   gate   valve  

used   to   isolate   the   detector   from   the   main   chamber   when   open   to   air   or   when   the   UV   lamps   are   on.    My  
main   contribution   came   from   designing   and   machining   slots   to   retrofit   existing   parts   to   the   manipulator  

arm.    Special   thanks   to   Alexa   Hill   for   aiding   in   the   design   and   development   of   the   manipulator   arm,   and   for  
aiding   me   in   the   machining   process.   
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Appendix   C  

 

 

A   side   view   facing   the   laser   enclosure   and   an   isometric   view   of   the   light   pipe.    The   first   image   faces   the  
northern   wall   and   shows   the   unistrut   support   structure   that   holds   the   1”   conduit   that   safely   transports   the  
UV   pulse   across   the   laboratory.    The   support   structure   also   serves   the   added   functionality   of   preventing  

swaying   along   the   direction   perpendicular   to   the   UV   pulse   propagation.    The   structure   is   attached   to  
existing   ceiling   unistrut   channels.    The   second   image   shows   the   isometric   view   of   the   laboratory,   showing  
the   entrance   light   pipe   (left   structure   behind   plexiglass),   the   conduit,   and   the   end   of   the   entrance   light   pipe  
leading   to   the   accumulator   frame   that   supports   the   main   chamber   (neither   shown,   only   the   frame   is   shown).  
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